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Chapter '1 
INTRODUCTION 
Dominick Argento's one act opera, "The I'-1asque of 
Angels'', was commissioned by the Center Arts Council of the 
Walker Art Center in Minneapolis, Minnesota and first per-
formed at the Tyrone Guthrie Theater on January 9, 1964. 
The libretto was written by John Olon-Scrymgeour. In per-
formance this work involves a chorus, sometimes divided in 
halves; dancers; solo rol.es sung by four tenors, two baritones, 
a soprano, a mezzo-soprano, and a bass; and an orchestra. 
The chamber-like scoring includes two oboes, one En glish 
horn, one bassoon, two trumpets, one trombone, two violas, 
one cello, one harp, and percussion (cymbals, triangle, 
suspended cymbal, bells, glockenspiel, tambourine and 
sleighbells). Various compositional techniques are employed 
by the composer. 
PurR~.§ e and Procedure 
This thesis will include study of three main areas 
which are essential for the w1derstanding of this opera: 
historical backgrou..11d., stylistic analysis of musical mate-
rials, and relationship of the music to the dramatic content. 
An examination of the liturgical elements in the 
opera will constitute the historical aspect of the thesis. 
2 
Sections of the Mass are sung by the chorus throughout the 
opera. The background and significance of these Mass move-
ments will be studied in order to explain their use and place-
ment in the opera in connection with the drama. Forms given 
these section s will be compared with those used in early 
Masseso Parts of the Latin liturgy of the Mass, other than 
thos~ of the Proper and Ordinary, are also included in the 
workc An investigation of their meaning in the Mass will 
be made in order to discover their significance in this opera. 
This study will also i nclude an explanation of why the \'lork 
is called a "Masque" o The importance of the ~'lass in the 
development of the masque and the opera will be discussed 
briefly to s:r:tm<~ how these types of compositions are tied to-
gether historicaJ.ly. 
Theoretical aspects of the music will be examined 
not only to show the composer's style but also to give a 
better understanding of "The ~1asque of Angels" as a contem-
porary composition. The distinctive characteristics of 
compositional techniques used by Argento in this wor k will 
be brought to light by this study. An examination of the 
harmonic systems from which he draws his ideas will demon-
strate factors that influenced the composer and help to 
explain how the musical aspects support the drama. The 
melodic and rhythmic organization of the work will be dis-
cussed to reveal recurring unifying devices with which the 
composer constructs a coherent composition. His use of 
various te xture s yie lded by numerous combinat i ons of the 
orche s t ra , chor us , and s oloi s t s will a l s o be di s cussed. 
The i nt egrat ion or s eparation of these gr oup s and or che s tra l 
colors and eff ect s are obse r ved i n liBht of t he i r dra~atic 
purpo se as well as f or their mu s ical value and es t het ic 
be auty . All of the se aspect s will be cons i dered in the con-
text of t he organi zation , structure , and form, both of the 
overa ll wor k, and of the specific chor us e s , dan ce s , arias, 
and ens emble s . 
Edward T. Cone, opera c r itic, wr ote : 
I n any opera , v.J e may find that t he musical an_d 
the verbal mes sages se em to reinfo r ce o~ to 
cont r adict e ach othe r ; but whet he r t he one or 
the othe r s we mus t always r ely on t he mus i c as 
our guide t oward an unders t andi ng of t he com-
poser' s concept i on of t he text . It i s t his 
concept i on , not the bare text i t se l f , tha t is 
author itative in defining the ult i~ate me an i ng 
of the wo r k o1 
The pur pos e of this the s i s is to show how t he mus i c of "'J1he 
i''!a s que of Ange ls" articulates and suppor t s t he draoa . The 
vari ous music a l techniques which make t he coupl e t o cooposi-
tion will be examined to show how the comp oser draws t hem 
into one sta t ement and proves himself the dr aoat i st. The 
effect of the music on the text and t i1a t of the t ext o;·; the 
mus ica l cons t r uction is i nvestigated to cain a cle arer 
concept of the compose r 1 s intent and the ope2_'a ' s va lue to 
the twentieth centur y l i stener. 
1 Edward 'I'. Cone , "The Old tv;an 1 s 'l'oys : Verdi' s J_,as t 
Operas , 11 P~:£E.2_ct i ;:es __ US.~ , :•Jumber six , \!J i n t er 1954-, c i t ed 
b;y J oseph Ke rman ~ ~~ ... _a s Dr·<.~ e iew York: Handom House, 
l ' :< r·c· ) ')2 ';;) -) ' P • <-- • 
'+ Definitions 
Domini ck Argento borrows elements from three 
types of composi tion i n "The Masque of Ange l s ". Although 
the one act opera is called a "t1asque ", the work empl oys 
movements from the Mass. A study of the se musical forms 
·- opera, masque, and f'1ass -- will reve a l how each 
relates historically and conceptually to the other. 
The olde s t of the se forms i s the Mass, the prin-
cipal s e rvice of the Roman Catholi c Chur ch . The purpose 
of this service is the commemoration or re-enactment of 
the Last Supper . It may be celebrated in two ways : in a 
Low f1ass, the words are said by a priest, and in a Hi gh 
Mass the servi ce is sung , involving the part i cipation of 
the congre gation or choir. This sung Mass has two parts: 
the Prope r , or variab l e portions, and the Ordinary , or unva-
rying portions. The Ordinary cons i s ts of five sections: 
~;zrie, Glor~ a,Credo, Sanctus, and Agnus Dei. The f'-1ass 
offered opportunities for musical participation and has 
greatly influenced the development of music. It also 
had a definite influence on drama. In the preface of his 
book, Chri s ·~J: an Ri te and Chr i sti an Drama. in the l'f; i1_~le Ar::e s , 
O.B. Hardison explains t hat ''religious ritual was the drama 
of the early ~hddle Ages . "2 Amalar ius of ~·Je tz (died c.850), 
shows that the Mass was conscious ly interpr eted as drama 
7. 
during t he ninth century i n hi s I,iber Of.fi ciJl..li s • .? F.epre-
2 Har di :.:;o::-1, Chri s t i an Ei te and Chr i s tian D:cama .i.n the 
kl.i c1 1}.:.~ .. -i:\~.§. ( Balfl.more 7 I1'Jd:·: Tl1e-Joh r1I1op~K"I11s "P.ress ,- T9"bS), 
p. Vl l l . • 
3 Ibid. 
sentational ceremonies were common in the Roman liturgy 
long befor e the earliest manuscripts of plays. 4 Medieval 
authorities called the Mass a drama. Certain sections of the 
holiday liturgies were detached and eventuall y became genuine 
drama presented in the church at first in Latin. Later 
the vernacular was used and the drama taken outside t o be 
performed in the church yard. Long before the ninth century, 
dramatic symbolism was discovered in specific parts of the 
Mass. A need was strongly felt for an interpretati on which 
emphasized the Masses ' immediate, rather than historical, 
significance. St. Gregory , in his "Dialogues" , helped t o 
establish what has become the orthodox interpretation of the 
Mass: . 
••• for what right believi ng Chri stian can doubt that ••• 
at the words of the priest, the heave :-1s are opened , and 
the quires of Angels are present in that mystery of 
J..eE>U.s Christ; that high things are accomplished. with 
low, and earthly joined with heavenly, and that one 
thing is made of visible and invisible.~ 
The participation of the Divine in the lives of the earthly 
is symbolized dramatically in the partaking of the Sacrament , 
which is the central aspect of the Mass. 
Vincent Sheean c onnec t s the Cathedral and the 
theater in his article "The t·1ass and the Opera ,rvG explaini:-:..g 
t hat both have to do with a higher power and man's attempt 
to riE;e ab ove himself in external form. He says it was in the 
Roman Mass that operatic f orm originated, the Mass itself 
4 
5 
6 
2.9: 36 
Hardison , p.vii. 
Ibid~ ,p., ) 6. 
Vince nt Sheean, "The Mass 
(April 2, 1966 ), pp. B-13 . and the Opera" , .Q,£e ra Nev;r s 9 
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being a kind of opera. "Opera is a type of drama who s e 
integral existence is determined from point to point and 
in the whole by musical articulation. Dramrna per musica."7 
This musical articulation is traditionally performed by 
singers and instrumentalists in a form which) like the 
Mass, consists of lyric (arias and choruses/prayer sections) 
and declamatory, or narrative, (recitative/chant) passages. 
The declamatory sections, or recitatives, take place in the 
action of the drama, whereas the lyric ~assages, or arias, 
take place in the static part of the drama as emotional 
comment and reflection on the action. To facilitate the 
musical flovl and continuous drama, a:r;'ioso, a more melodic 
kind of r.·ccitati.ve used in dramatic scenes and including 
more musical interest in the instrumental accompaniment, 
is often employed for dialogue between characters. Instru-
mental passages, (often accompanying the performance of 
dancers), choruses, and ensembles are employed to continue 
the flow of the drama. Short passages of instrumental music 
are often used to define formal points of the play (i.e., new 
scehe, thought, or action). The influence of the church on 
the growth and development of both music and drama, and the 
origins of opera, is observed by Marion Bauer and Ethel Peyser, 
7 Kerman, p.l3. 
7 
in their book Bow Ope r a Grow: 
The birth of opera was brought nearer by the develop-
ment of the ~ass with its daily sections and holy day 
portions, with its choral treatment and it s many moods; 
and by the plays based on Bible stories ••• presented 
sometime s in costume in ••• churches, on the steps of 
cathedrals, and in town squares or in the backs of wag-
ons in the village.8 
According to this book, as these plays broke away from their 
original connection with the church, opera developed. Devo-
tional plays (lauds) stemmed from the Mass and became the 
basis for the Sacred Representations (May Festivals)~ which 
developed into pastoral dramas. These dramas influenced 
the Camerata in the development of recitative, which is the 
very basis of opera as we know it today. 
From the religious ceremonies which grew out of the 
f1ass came 1J~he Concise Oxford Dict.~onar;z: of 
defines a "combination of poetry, vocal and i nstru-
mental music, dancing, acting, costume, pageantry, and scenic 
decoration, applied to the representation of alle gorical or 
mythological subjects. 11 9 I·1asques and pageants origi nal ly 
related to church festivals, such as weddings, which became 
popular in English courts from early Tudor times and rose 
in popularity at the time of the early Stuarts, before the 
8 Bauer and Peyser , How~p~ra Grew (New Yark:G.P. Putnam's 
Sons, 1956), p~lO. 
9 Percy A. Scholes, The Conci se Oxford ~..-0-~io~ry of I"i usi_~, 
ed. John Owen Ward (2d ed.; London: Oif~rd Un1vers1ty Press, 
196LI-), p. 355 • 
8 
Commonwealth.. Disguisings and mummings were favorite forms 
of entertainment in England and the ·c,ourt s of Europe. The 
main principle was a torchlight procession of men on horse-
back, wearing masks and dressed in fantastic cos tumes. They 
were generally accompanied by musicians, and danced upon ar-
riving ·at their destination. In his book, :B' oundations of 
Ene;_lish Ope_~_~ , Edward Dent states that English opera. evolved 
" th 10 rrom ~e masque. Opera, as an artistic form, depends large-
ly on the composer's realization of the drama as one continuous 
and organized piece of music from beginning to end. As the 
masque developed, the p~ocession was emphasized less, and a 
greater conc0ntration was put on the music, as series of songs 
and dt?.nces vrere organized into a sort of drama. 'rhese changes 
prepared the way for English opera. Con~equently, both the 
Mass and the masque influenced the beginnings of opera and 
became the very foundation for it. 
All of these forms connect words and music, and/or 
drama (active or inactive) and music. One influence~ the 
othera However, both the drama and the words are exp~essed 
in musical terms, that is, with melody, harmony, rhythm, 
instruments, singers and all those techJlical aspects vJhich 
make up musical communication. Since music is immediate and 
experiential, it becomes the main force of the drama, carrying 
------~- ·-· --~--
10 Edward J. Dent, Foundations ol__Eng lish Opera, (New Yo:ck: 
Da Capo Press, 1965 ), p742. 
9 
dramatic impact beyond the word. This is what is meant when 
it is said t hat music articulates the drama , putting it into 
concrete form. The musie exists as drama and the drama as 
music. 1'he operatic composer must be a good dramatist, avmre 
of the emotions and actions that make up the drama, and must 
have a knowle dge of composi t i onal means by which the se emotions 
may be communicated. One who is skilled in both of these 
areas is able to project the drama of a play through the 
music. 
1l1he technical means by \\1hich a compose r accornplisb.es 
this is called musical style. More precisely, the totality 
of devices and procedures that determine the musical language 
is the style: · ttthe distinctive or char acteristic manner of 
t t • t I • 1-• 1111 prese~.a-lon , co~s ruc~ 1 on , or execu~l on . Style may .:refe 2 
to the med ium us ed for performa~· 1 ce, (i.e. , vocal r;.;tyle, or -
chestr al style ••• ), or to a historical period (i.e., Renai s-
sance, Baroque ••• ), or to a particular composer and his per-
sonal mrutner of expression (i.e., the distinctions that make 
his music different from others'). "Style in music, t hen, 
relates to type and form, to medium and function, to indi-
viduals and nations, to periods and schools. "12 rraking in 
all the factors which influence the mode of communic a tion , 
it enables one to compare the work of one era or one composer 
ll Joseph ~·rachlis, The E~i2.Y.~~~nt _ _£f ~1~.s ic. , (revised ed.; 
NmtJ York: 'd.V./. !Tor ten & Compa;1y, Inc., 0 63")'," p. '?O. 
12 Ibid~, p.72. 
10 
to that of anothe r , and t o better understand the influe~ce s 
an~ objective s dete r mining the composer's cre ative wo r k. 
In defining or explaining any piece of music, it is the styJ.e 
of the music which is explored. 
Chapter· 2 
TEXT 
The libretto for "IJ.'he ~1asque of Ange ls" was wri tt e.:-1 
by John Olonu·ScrymgeC?UI'. The plot is simple., A company of 
a.YJ.gels has been as~;igned (by IJ.'hose in authority) to bring 
about the engagement of a young man, John, to a young woman, 
Ann. Although Metatron, the officer in charge, is not too 
alert, he commands tho respect of the other angels who are 
also bewildered by thei r task. In the process, two of the 
angels are disguised a.s mortals. One poses as an old spin-
ster and the other is disguised as a professor. In spite 
of the bungling; and confused efforts of the angels the shy 
young people finally do declare their love for each other 
and their intentions of marriage. All c~nds well and the 
angels are pleased with themselves for having once again 
accomplished their heavenly task among earthly mortals~ 
The setting for the action of the opera is the 
inside of a church. When f<Ietatron asks, "Where on earth 
are we?", he is informed. by Sadriel, the co!npany clerk, of 
the angels' locat:Lon. 1 According to Sheean's article, an 
---------
1 This information is chanted on one note and is marked 
with a note in the score that Sadrie l "may name the chur ch 
\'/here the nw.sque currently plays. 11 
11 
12 
"endeavor is being made, with considerable success , to bring 
opera and church toge ther again on subjects that lend them-
se lves to thh; treatment. 112 ~~his was the i ntention of f'.~r. 
Argento 11 a church opera~ on a religious the rae but t reated 
7. 
lightly and ,,Ti th humor. u:.> The opera vJas written to be performe d 
:Ln a church. 
One prevailing literary theme 1n the work is love 
between a man and woman. The man-woman relationship is dealt 
with in l ight of the involvement of heavenly beings. Since 
the ange ls prove to be 11 bewildered ••• , i nept and too unwo r ldly 
to be effective, ~rL1- the uni on of the couple may appear mirac-
ulous.. The question, however, of an invasion of the heavenly 
in tbe l:i ves of the earthly is an important iiaplied theme of 
the text~ Throughout the opera the subject of time and its 
existen ce {)I' non-existeace is discus se d by the angels. This 
subordinate theme lends wei ght to the otherv . 1or ldl:y quality 
of the ideas presented for the considerat ion of the viewer. 
·I'he word 11 angel" is derived from a Greek vJo :."'d 
meaning 11 rae ssen ger" and by definition, ar1 a.:1gel is a supernat-
ural being inte rmediate between God and man. 5 Accor ding to 
2 Vince nt Sheean, 11 The ~·1 ass and the Opera 11 , Ope:?:'a :Je\·is , 
29:36 (Apri l 2, 1966), p. 8 . 
3 Quote from personal corre sponden.ce bet\veen Dominick 
Argento and the writer, September 30,1975. 
4 Ibid. 
5 Gu s t av Davidson, ~_])ietionary of Ange l s , ( New York: 
The :B' ree Press, 1967 ), p. 20. 
13 
the preface of Gustav Davids on's Dic:tion.S3- r;z. of Aneels, the 
immortal beings serve God by the "ce aseless chanting of 
Glorias as they circle round the high Throne. They also 
t . . f G d t 11 6 carry ou. ml ss lons rom ·o oman. The angels of this 
opera are involved in these very activities. The librettist 
has carefulJ.y selected names for the angels, matching their 
identities in this opera with the heavenly hierarchy found 
in angel lore. A list of these characters appears below with 
a description of their role in the opera,. followed by the 
explanation given by Davidson for that particular angel or 
group of angels . 
Metatron - the officer in charge. In noncan onical writings , 
l'·letat ::::'on i s perhaps the greate s t of the hea·vealy hie::::-archs $ 
He i~~ called. the "king of angels, p:eince of the divine 
face or presence, chancellor of heave~ , chief of the 
ministE~ring an gels," and is charged with the sustenance of 
mankind. In the Talmud and Targum, Metatron is the link 
between the hum21 and the divine. In occult writings . 
he is described as the twin brother or ha lf brother of 
Sandolf~m, and has been described as the talle st and 
greatest angel. Odeherg interprets the name Metatron to 
mean "one v.Tho occupie s the throne next to the divine throne. 11 
Sandolfon - fvletatron 's aide de camp. This angel is the 
maste r of heavenly song and is described as one of the 
talle st ange ls. He is said to be the twin brother ~ 
"co-b:cot her 11 of l"Je tatron, and is r eporte d as carrying on 
ceaseless combat with Satan, the prince of evil. Longfel-
low's Sandolfon is an "angel of glory, angel of prayer." 
Sadriel - the company clerk. This angel is said to be an 
angel of order . 
Je rerniel - a Principality. Jeremiel means "me r_'CY of God;' 
or-"whom God f:Jets up" and. i.s equated v!ith Ur iel. He is 
one of the seven archangels in the original or earliest 
listings, and is also called "lord of souls av,rai ting res-
urx·e ction ." 
6 Pavidson, p.xx. 
1-- -----
14 
,B_?..,B_Ue l - an other Principality. r.rhis name means "f riend 
of God. 11 hague l i s a lso listed in Enoch wri tin t_I:s as one 
of the seven archange l s . He is said to be an angel of 
earth and one who brings the other angels to account. 
Cherubiel - has a s olo melisma at the end of the opera 
wnen he :LS told by l''ie tat r on t o be gin le ading the other 
angels. This angel is said to be the chief of the order 
of Cherubim. 
Dumah - the conductor. In Aramaic, this name means 
1TSTience =• and this angel is said to be the angel of 
silence and of the s tillne ss of death. He is a l s o the 
ange l of vindication. The Zohar speaks of him as having 
"ten s of thousands of angel s of destruction 11 u:1der him. 
The Cherubim - A chorus of Angels made up of men and 
~ro Philo, the se ange ls symbolized God's hi ghest 
and chi efe st potencies , s overeignty, and goodness . In 
Akkadi an , the word means "one who prays" or 11 o::1e who i ::-1-
tercede s ." These ange ls are cons idered guardian spirit s 
and figure s of them are usually placed at ent ra:1ce s to 
palace s or temples. In rabbinic and occult lore they are 
charioteers of God, bearers of His t hrone , and personifi-
cations of the winds . According t o .Re ve lation 4:8 they 
:c·ender p:raise. 
r_r.he SeTG .. Dhim •u A Chor us of angels made 
Th'1_s -Is ~fhe-·highest ·orde:::· of angels in 
hierar chic s cheme and in Jewish lore. 
throne of Glory and unceasingly intone 
They are considered angels of love, of 
Their r uling prince is Metatro.:1 ( among 
up of women ' s voi ces . 
pseudoDionys ian 
They surround the 
"holy, holy, holy . '' 
light and of fire. 
others so-named ) . 
The Powe rs - A chorus of angels made up of me n 's voi ce s. 
'l1hese ange l s are potentates, authorities, dynamis . Ia 
the Septuagi~t , the s e angels are equivalent to the Gre ek 
concept of the Lor d ' s Hosts. Their principal t ask is to 
see that order is i mposed on the heavenly pathways and they 
"stop the efforts of demons who would overthrow the world. 11 
Virtues - Four who dance , and eleven who play on i nstruments . 
These ange l s ' principal duty is to wo r k miracles on earth. 
They are the chief best owers of grace and valor. 
Isra.Jil - the harpist. In Arabic folkJo .r~e, t hi s ange l is 
called "the burning one" and is the anc;el of r8surre ction 
and song who will blow the trumpet on J udGment day . Poe 
said thi s angel' s "heart s t r ings are a lute, and (he ) has 
the sweetest voice of al l God' s c.reatu:,e ::; . 11 
The opera begins with the angels' entrance. They 
p r oceed to the stage , singing as they go, while Sandolfon 
I~ , 
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15 
places them and gives them words of instruction. He explains 
that their "efforts of late have not been altogether happy in 
their result. "? He insists on "order and harmony , 11 a phrase 
repeated later by Metatron. As the angels are about to be gin 
their opening chorus, it is discovere d that Israfil has for-
gotten the harp. The Virtue dancers bring in the harp and t he 
Gloria begins . 
At the end 6f the angels' song of praise, the 
angels stop s uddenly v1hen they see the to,P angels , fJietatron, 
Jeremiel, and Raguel enter. This trio ce remoni ously proceeds 
toward the altar as they sing in Latin . The chor us of angels 
questions them conce rning their experiences and the news they 
bring. When questions have been answered and everyone is in 
place , Metatron i nqui res as to their location . He is surpr i sed 
to find that they are in a church, and says that their "batt le-
fields" are chosen for them by "the whims of mortals." Roll 
is called and it is discovered that several angels of the 
company of Virtue dancers are absent. Metatron launches into 
a speech on vanity and the duties of the angels on earth. 
He cites several historical events but is obviously confused 
as to their sequence. He states that their present task is 
to "encourage one mortal love," and insists upon "or der and 
7 All quote s in this chapter, unless documented othBrwise, 
are from the libretto. 
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harmony." Haguel comments that his "point is clear" if bis 
"sense of time is not." At this point, Jeremiel gives a 
very descx.·ipti ve explanation of the "trial" and "mys tery" 
of ·[;ime. f~etatron answers that time is "but a dream of 
mortals 11 and. that even the building in which they stand is 
an illusion. He urges the angels to be constant and unchang-
ing , one in purpose as they "minister to the needs of men." 
When Raguel asks how they are to accomplish their present 
assignment, Metatron responds that they must place certain 
noble thoughts and ideas "before the eyes of lovers." 
At this point the angels pray (Sanctus ). At the 
conclusion of the prayer Raguel observes that one of the 
mortals (the boy) is coming. This upsets the angels who 
have no idea what ac tion to take. Metatron comma~ds the or-
chestra to play a March and the angels are instructed by 
Sandolfon, Raguel, and Jeremiel to sing. The Cherubim, 
Seraphim, and Powers all sing diff erent ostinatos simultaneous-
ly~ Confusion is evident. The boy enters 1 looks around, and 
decides to leave. Metatron calls for the first interruption 
and a spinster appears~ The spinster is actually a disguised 
angel \vho detains John with conversatione '. This proves inef-
fective and John once again turns to leave. He is met by a 
profes sor, another disguised angel, who urges him to stay. 
The spinster and the professor begin to argue which causes 
John to be even more uneasy~ Whe n Ann (the girl John loves) 
'17 
enters, the two angels withdraw to pray , leaving John and Ann 
to converse privately. Before they have a chance to say much, 
the spinster and the profe ssor interrupt, giving their advice 
and causing further bewilderment and uneasiness . The four of 
them launch into a di s cussion as the chorus of angels prays 
in the background. 
Raguel finally becomes so upset by this that he 
asks Me tatron to stop them. Time is suspended as the angels 
decide on thei r next action. Sadriel suggests that the Virtues 
pe rform the "Ballet of the Tie that Binds." This is agreed 
upon and the Virtues search for the symbolic white rope. 
When they finally have found the r ope they begin the ballet. 
After several awkward attempts at vari 6us artistic poses, 
they end t he dance abruptly when they become entangled i n 
the rope. Me tat r on comforts the weeping Virtues and turns 
his attent ion to the couple who stand motionle s s before him. 
He admonishes them to love one another always. As he tells 
them of future events, he assures them that the angels will 
be with them. He ends his sermon, snapping his fi ngers for 
time to proceed. The couple admit their love and finally 
kiss, much to the delight of the angels. As John and Ann 
le.ave, the angels sing melismatic pas s ages and Alleluias. 
Netatron then asks Sandolfon about the next mission, which 
he says sounds "complicated." He asks Sandolfo!l. to explain 
it to him as they leave and the angels exit, singing trium-
phantly. 
18 
Both English and Latin are used in the opera. The 
mor tals always speak English, but the angels speak both lan-
guages. 'l1hroughout the opera the majority of the text sung 
by the Seraphim, Cherubim, and Powers is Latin. The angels 
enter and leave the church (or theater) singing on an unin-
dicated vovJel (probably "ah"), responding in English to their 
leaders who speak to them in English, but their choruses are 
in Latin, a language 1,vi th religious connotatio~1s because o.f 
its use in the Catholic Church. In this way the definite 
separate capacities and characters of mortal and immortal 
beings are emphasized. The Latin texts for the chor uses are 
taken from the I1ass. Sections from the Ordinary, the GlC2£ ia 
and the .§.<!!.:1l.~' make up the main choral segment s o.f the 
opera. Other Latin texts include a section sung by the th~ee 
top angels as they enter. This is a hymn called " Be ~'l edicite 
Dominum", recited at First Lauds on Sundays and recommended 
to Priests as a thanksgiving prayer, and thus appropriate 
to the joyous ritual of the entrance of the t~io. Anothe r 
Latin section chanted by the chorus of angels is taken from 
Psalm 66. 8 
Symbolism is found in the text throughout the ope r a. 
The dialogue between the chorus und the three leading angels 
8 The meanings of these texts are examined more thorou[~h. ly 
in the chapter on the Liturgical Elements in the opera. 
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at their entrance describes scenes that at first may seem 
nonsensical to the libtener. These however, have symbolic 
significance. Q Reference to Eva Hangen's book on symbols/ 
helps to explain the meaning of this dialogue. The trio 
says they have seen a "silver anchor falling in the brine." 
An anchor is a Christian symbol of faith, steadfastness and 
hope (see Hebrews 6:19). Silver is a symbol of purity and 
chastity because it stands the test of fire. The color silver 
is sy:nbolic of faith and truth. Using Christian symbols, the 
angels speak of virtues and noble qualities often associated 
with Ch::r:'istian standards. They speak of a "mighty dolphin 
leaping from the spring." Dolphins were used by ancient 
Christian writers to represent Christ and Hi s resurrection. 
A dolphin and anchor i ntertwined is a rare syL'1bol for Chr·ist. 
Dolphin s we r e thought to be swift bearers of souls to heaven 
after a life well anchored in Christ on earth~ 
The chor us of angels excitedly responds, "A shower 
of opal de s cends on our hearts." Opal is a c;em of hope and 
happiness, according to Hangen's book. The three angels 
then speak of "a bright and holy pelican soaring high aboveo" 
The pelican, in ChriE;tian symbolism, r epresent s benevolence, 
charity and redemption through the blood of Christ, because 
it was an early belief that the pelican pierced her br east 
-----·-· -- - --
9 Eva C. Hanr;en , Symbols: Our: Universal __ Lan~a.~ (Wichita, 
Kan s a s : r-·1 cCormick-Arms t r onc; Co. , 1"9b2). 
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so the young could get sustainment from her blood. The 
act has since been disproved, but the symbolic interpreta-
tion of sac r ifice remains. This bird is also a symbol widely 
used on chur ch altars and in Christian literature and some-
times is depicted resting atop a cross. The ange ls say the 
"seabi rd f l ies to the sun." Several times in this passage 
the s un is mentioned. It has been used as a Christian sym-
bol f or eterna l life and the regeneration of the soul. Since 
the s un gives life and is a symbol of protection, Christ has 
been called the Sun of the universe. At the er1d of this 
dialogue between the chorus and trio, several high-sou..'lding 
names a.re proclaimed. These names, "Trident of Hope, Sun of 
Justice~ B.-rightness of Eternal Light, Joy of Ange l s ," refer 
to Christ. If the li stener re cogn izes ~ne of the se symbols, 
the others will not seem so allusive. However, even if he 
does not know their meanings, the feeling of jubilation and 
praise i n the music carries the idea of the text. 
Refe rence to historical events and early philosoph-
ical que s tions is use d by the libr ettist to add wit to the 
play and sup por t for the que st ion of time's existence. When 
i t is di s co ve r ed that several Angels fro m t he Company of 
Virtue dancers is missing, Sadrie l gives an explanation. 
rl'he :::-e was "an unfor tunate mishap during the conve:1.tion of 
Choreographers'' when the~3e a.nge ls "endeavored to de termine 
the exact number they could employ to dance on the head of a 
pin." Althoue;h this s ounds humorous to the moder-:1 ear, 
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philosophers in the Middle Ages pondered this very question. 
Metatron considers all this to be vanity and 
launches into a lecture on the trials of time. This accu-
sation of •• vani ty 11 alludes to verses from Ecclesiastes, 10 
a book attributed to King Solomon. Metatron's following 
account of events proves his sense of time to be inaccurate. 
He states that the world has become 11 a place of desolation. 
Innocents are dying even with the fall of Ni nevah. 11 The 
••innocents 11 probably r efer to the babies killed by Herod at 
the time of Christ's birth. 11 The fall of Ninevah , however, 
took place long before that time, around 612 B.C o. Metat r on 
further states that the 11 horsemen of the mighty Khan are 
knocking a.t the Weste r n Gates, 11 referr ing presumably to the 
campaign of Ghengis Khan from 1219 to 1225 to conquer the 
We s t. His statement that '1fati gue attacks the King of Spain 
eve ~1 as war lurks in the ramparts of Troy, 11 continues to 
demonstrate his confusion: the reference to the King of 
Spa i n alludes to the Napole onic Wars of 1813 when King Joseph 
of Spain was defeated, yet the seige of Troy took place around 
Whe ~1 Met at ron mentions 11 barbarians 11 prowling the 
streets of Rome, he refers to the seige of Rome in 409 during 
10 See EGcle s iastes 1:14 and 12:8 and 13 . It i s s i gnifi-
cant that this book also contain s the well-known passage about 
time ( 3 :1-8 ) . -
11 See MatthGw 2:16. 
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the Gothic i nvasi on of Nor thern Ita ly . Though his confusion 
is amus ing , a more serious s tateme nt underlie s the comedy . 
The point i n time i n which these events took place is ac-
tually irrelevant . The me s sage is that this brutal savagery 
continue s thr oughout time. It is a gentle irony , however, 
cushione d by humor, pe rhaps to caus e the li s tener to laugh 
at himse l f a s a member of a race that constantly battles 
one aaother i n order t o gain pmve r . Fr om this vantage point, 
men may more easily see the ludicrousness of such event s 
and attempt to avert them from taking place in the future. 
Hope for the future is then present ed as ~etatron 
conclude s that ''a ll this drift of phantoms will one day 
pass a'.vay a:u:i me~1 will see a br i ght new wbr ld. lf This lfnew 
'.1/orld" is re fe:r.rcd to i n the Ei bJ.e J_n II Peter 3 : 1 3 , Isa iah 
65 :17 , C6 :22, s.nd Tievelatio·:·l 21:1, i n conne ctior! with the 
final j udgment and Christ' s s econd corning, and will be o~e 
!fin \vhich ri ghteousness dvJells. !1 12 1rhis appears to be a 
different wor ld than that just described by Me tatron. On 
a more gentle note, Metatron continue s to explain the ange ls ' 
task, sayi ng it i s like the one they did Ha mome nt ago in 
Verona " and !!wi ll do a moment he nce i n the house of Joseph 
the Carper. te r .lf Like his previous conf usion , this stateme>J. t 
mixes a reference to Rome o and Ju l iet,(Verona ) , and reference 
to Mary , the mother of J esus , and Joseph, he~ husband~ 
- -------~ 
12 See II Peter 3 :13 . 
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Jeremiel understands his confusion and describes time as 
a "breath of ether on a summer day." Metatron says "Time 
is but a dream of mortals." Raguel finally states that 
"Time does not exist." This perennial question of time's 
existence is pr esented for consideration to the viewer. 
Iv1etatron later states that as a "pure being 11 he 
is "not subject to the work of logic, 11 a statement similar 
to that of Halter ~Hge;, who describes angels as 11 powers 
which tra::1scend the logic of our existence."1 3 Be cause 
of this, the a~gels' function in this opera is not unlike 
the role of animals in fables. Without feeling immediately 
i nsulted or threate~ed, man may look at himself and glimpse 
t r uth tho.t he othe:r:\'lise mi ght avoid. 
Poetic exp~ession colors the .speech of the charac-
ters. Hidden meanings , metaphors and oxymoronic language 
add depth to the text. As the Spinster and John converse, 
the disguised angel speaks of "shadows of demons." ShadovTs 
are often used i n poetry to allude to the alter ego. Psycho-
a-na lyst Car l Ju:1g identifies two sides of a person a s the 
ego image and its shadow. They a r e twin distortions, po s i-
:1 L~ tively and negatively, of a person. Perhaps the Spinster 
13 
Eazaar , 
'd.e i li ,.res 
Wa lte r ;'-Ji g? 1 nst'?-Y yo~ Angels, Sta;y with I"·le," t!arpe~£2 
December,l962, Clted oy Gustav Davldson . The p1r a se 
fr om Johann Sebasticm Bach I s "Cantata fo r r-'ii chaelmas 
speaks of shad.O\·vS because she is masked. ~chis masquerade 
may invoke thought on the part of the viewer as to his own 
personal ways of hiding his inner self. John tells of a 
vision in which he describes a statue. This statue func-
tions in the same way as the shadow. He says from a dis-
tance it i s beautiful, but on close inspection it becomes 
"a cold and lifeless stone." Although this indirect comment 
by the poet on the verities or visions of life (inner as 
well as physical) is a pessimistic one, the opera in its 
entirety is optimistic. Thought about personal existence 
and Truth is s timulated by reflection on reality versus 
no::1-reality .. 
:Fear of things unseen and intangible, (i.e., love) 
is dealt with through symbolism. The discussion of love by 
the· tvro mortals and tv:o angels brings forward universal 
questions. The Spinster says the Professor will say that 
"love no longe r exists. That the word love does. The idea 
of love." Ann expresses doubt thr ough oxymorons and day/night, 
light/dark symbols. She says "the morning light enters dimly," 
and talks of "an afternoon darkly r eflecting the morning 
hours." John speaks i n similar v.JO:::'ds, saying, ''night de-
scends at daybreak. 11 'l'he cont r ast of light and dark and 
day and ni ght re.fleets t he confusion of the two people and 
the oppo ~3i te face ts of t he subject of their discourse. 
Another oxymoron which ::oymholizes this dual:L ty is spoken by 
Ann when she says , ''A happy smile my mi r ror f;ad ly re turns." 
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Both John and Ann speak of objects connected with 
houses: :room, mirror, stairs, bannisters, and doors. A 
house is often a metaphor for the inner personality. Ann 
is fearful, but John is hopeful. She speaks of darkness 
as he tells of light. The Professor says "Her doubts are 
mine, but my faith is you:-cs," ("yours 11 referring to John). 
Finally Ann states the crux of the matter which is also the 
apex of the theme: "I think I knO\·l what love is but am afraid 
that should it light my days and nights it would reveal a 
shabby world it wouldn't want to share. 11 The Spinster has 
been encouraging Ann to give in to her feelings and says 
she 11 v1TOn ' t listen to a logic (she) can 1 t feel." The balance 
betweerl heart and head parallels the question of real versus 
unreal. The poet indirectly asks the viewer to consi der 
which is r eal, thought or feeling? Can the two be separate? 
) This re lates to the plays suggestion of the coexistence of 
the earthly and heave nly. John simply states that he is in 
love and asks Ann if she loves him. She says she does and 
the cho:cus responds \'lith "Glor ia Pat r is," the t raditional 
conclus ion of all Psalms. At this point in the opera, all 
themes have been s t ated and discussed, with que s tions for 
the viewer to ponder. The Ballet which follows provides time 
for thought about the se universal and eternal questions, 
though the humorous tone of the dance lightens the moment. 
Wh~n t ho Ballet is concluded, Me tatron gives th~ 
couple a sermon which continues the rumination on love in 
26 
a more t ranquil tone. He tells the couple that love is 
a 11 f, i i 't fr om Eim whose love is noi ther bJ::'ief nor fragile." 
Ur icl, he says , will be sent to light their day. Accord-
i.:L; to Da·,; :i.dson 1 s dic tionary, l5 Urie 1 (" .fire of God") is 
called the :::'egent of the sun and the flame of God. This 
a ~:. se l is said to Lave g iven the cabala ("key to the mys-
tical i~terpre t ation o f scripture'') and also is said to 
have been the gift of Me tatron. Leilah, one of the angelic 
r ule rs of the n ight , is promised to make their nights 
'' s oft a ~ :d da:,k ." This angel, whose name comes from the 
vJOTd 11 lo.ile.h 11 './nich mean .s night by rabb i n ic exce geses, is, 
accordi~: s to Zohar , the angel appointed to guard the spirits 
. . . - . " lS at tnc: J_::.-, olr-un . ' G.J.brj_el is told to follow after them and 
"::..,:i.ne•l -c:--..e L :uit o .f tteir love." An Archangel, GabJ_,iel 
Metatron tells the couple that 
" Ir':!:'i t ation a;·~d Distraction" are other n a mes for "'l'hrones 
and Do~:~ L:.a.tiol1 s , 11 and that they v.Jil.l help the couple to 
11 face thi::; :r:'ial of Time." 
Following Metat r on's sermon, John and Ann are a-
waken ed. A-:: .:1 immediately states tha t "There is j oy i:!'1 the 
cor.:p on y of God 1 s An ~:Se1f3." ·This idea may have been taken 
from the ;Je w r es t amen t where it states' "there is joy in 
t he pcesen.ce of the ange l s of God over one sinr~.er who re-
15 Davidson , p.298 . 
1() .. Ibid • t P •l '/2 e 
17 Ibid., p.117. 
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t .. 18 pen s. ?T o longer withholding her love from John , Ann's 
fear has vanished. The allusion to the Scriptural ~eference 
concer~ang j oy of angels coale s ces the two main themes of 
the ope ra : Eeavenly involvement in lives of mortals a:1d Love. 
Ann has recognized the participation of angels in their earth-
ly cxiste~ce , though the viewer knows she doesn't really 
realize to \1Jhat extent they have been involved. 'This may 
cause t he v1ewer to ponder the participation of otherworldly 
beings 1n his own affairs. 
' r ~1e composer sees the work as a "church opera, 
0 ~1 a :reli g~~ou s theme but treated lightly and with hurnor."l9 
The i neptness of the angels is comical, along with specific 
b.u.mor 1n tha text itself. f-"ietatron says he "cannot abide 
mus J. c past :t~ict·sec~: :::.u~1dred (pause) B.C." His m:i.xcd up 
accon:r,t; of hi sto .-~'ical events <:-md subtle puns add instant 
humor . After all the themes have been presented and the 
mission of the angels has been completed, Sadriel announces 
the angels' :o.ext p2oject: a •• visit ••• simultaneously? 11 to 
11 all heads of state and their wives. •• He continues, nrr 
we can promote i mprovement s in their married lives great 
benei i ts 'dill ensue f or- al l oankind ~ 11 This fi na l satirical 
stateme~t has a dual effect. The onlooke r s are made to 
l auBh ~hile at the same moment think on se r ious matters . 
------------------------
18 See Luke 15:10. 
19 From corresp o~dence with Dominick Arge~to~ 
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~Jetat z'on s ays '1i t sounds very complicated." He asks for r~ 1 
an explanation as they leave since he does not wish to 
waste any of "this non-·existent time." 
~ ~-= 
3 Certain recurring phrases tie the text together. 
-
-
' 1-- -
~ I · "Orde r and Harwony" are i nsisted upon by both Sandolfon 
a :J.d l~'letatron . "Vain deliberation" is detected twice by i 
= -
Raguel during the course of events after Metatron has used 
~= 
the phrase in his opening remarks. The mortals refer to 
; 
--- I 
angels, once when Ann enters the church and comments that 
it is so still "you can almost hear the an gels breathe," ~ -~ 
" 
a:1d ae;ain when she states that "there is joy in the company 
of God's a::1gels." Her me ~1.tion of heavenly beings gives 
cohe sio:1 to t he plot, bridging the gap betv,reen mortals and --c 
, __ -~~ 
immo r t a ls fr om the human side. The questions presented by 
t he opere a ro clea rly stated fo~ the consideration of the ... 
~ 
! EiiJ 
viewer, their seriousness lightened by wit and humor. The 
outlook is opt i mistic pr oviding a down-to-earth yet heavenly 
view of a religious subject. r= 
1 
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Chapter 3 ~ 
'! 
C0~1POSITIONAL ELEMJ~N'rS: HARMONIC AND MELODIC 
~ ~ 
~ 
-' 
An important r ecurring theme of "The r·1a s que of 
t-- ~ - ~-
Angels'', contemplation of the uncertainty of time's ex- ~ ~ 
istence, is paralleled by the eclectic style of composi-
= 
t i on . ~y combining musical styles and compositional 
= = 
de vice s from a wide va r iety of historical periods, the 
: 
c= i 
cow.poser c r eates a "timeless" envi r onment in Vlhich to 
-·---; 
I 
enco~pass the events of the play. Some of the styles 
:cef lecti::t g t hi s expans ive range of b. me ar e: ore;a!l.um, t= 
chant , Protestant hynm, ballet music i n the style of '==- ~ 
t-Chopin, common -practice harmony, L1 oda l i t;Jr, polytonali ty 
------=, 
an d dodecapho~i c mus ic~ These styles are also sometimes ~ 
combi~ ed, cr eating a s or t of polys tyle which sugGests a 
meshing together of chr onological time. From t hese ~ 
va r ious co mp osi tional types, the compose r select s har-
= 
monic and me lod t c device s which, by t heir r epeated use 
and i nterplay, gi ve cohes ion to the compos ition and the 
dramatic line. 
--
Through care f ul construction of harmonic and 
melodic II!aterial, . !:;he composer supports the d.rama of 
: 
F--
--
the ope r a iu the music. Thoup;:1 harmonic schemes v1hich 
mo··.re beyond the confines of strict tona lity a r e s ometiiies 
present, the wor k is basically tonal. Complex harmonies f------
29 
) 0 
are contras t ed with s imple tonalities, reflecting the 
vari ous moods of the play. The melodi c wr iting varies 
i' :coLJ long , l yric l i ::1 e s with step-wise moti on, to short, 
i rregular phrases with di s junct motion , depending on 
the ve r bal s t yle and mood of the text . Chart 3-1 on the 
f ollowing pages pr esents a bri ef overview of the dramaiic 
action and the t extur e and compositional material within 
t he sections marked in the voca l s c ore . 
Tonalit;z: 
At the be gi nni ng of the opera the harmony is 
kept s i mple and r athe r stationary while the dramatic 
f ocus i s on t he angels . The Pr oce s s i onal prompted Copland 
to remark t hat he had never s een s o much music without a 
s l:1ar p or f l a t i n it. 1 HovJe "~le r , Argento says "he mis s ed 
t he point. " 1rhe composer "intentionally used 8. pure 
C maj or without one chr omatic i nflection to create a 
'v1hite ' s ound for che angels. 112 This s ound i s a l s o us ed 
i n othe r se ctions where foc us is on t he angels. The 
fuos t obvi ous example occur s afte r a ll the angels have 
entered and r oll i s t aken . As ea ch gr oup (Cherubim , 
Seraphim, Powe rs, and Vi r tue Musicians ) i s ca lled to 
make thGi r pr esence kn ovm , t hey reply "Here ," building 
a C maj or chor d fr om middle C, expandi ng upward and down-
ward . The pur e C ma jor t r i ad i s a symbol of the angels ' 
identity. 
l Quo t e f r om pers ona l c orre spondence be t wee n Argento 
and t he wr i t er , Soptombe r 30, 1975. 
2 Ibid. 
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Processional 
Arioso 
Instrumental 
"Jloria" 
Trio 
Hecitative 
Arioso 
Recitative 
Aria 
Recitative 
Aria 
"Sanctus" 
Recitative 
hi arch 
"Gloria" 
"Alleluia" 
"Love" 
Dialogue 
Instrumental 
Recitative 
A :cia 
Dialogt<e 
Aria 
Dialogue 
Perf ,1\~cdium 
Chorus - 4-8-part 
Sandolfon 
vJ, Vl,; Strings; Tamb. 
Chorus - 4.6-part 
Jer. ,rv:et. ,Rag. 
Double Chorus 
Met. ,Sad. ,San. ,Chorus 
Metatron 
f,1et. ,Sad. (Chant), 
San. ,Chorus 
Met. ,Chorus,Rag.,Jer~ 
Met. & Chorus 
~et.,Chorus,Rag. 
Metatron 
Double Chorus 
Rag, ,Sad. ,San. ,r~Jet. 
Full Instrumentation 
Chorus of Cherubim 
Seraphim 
Powers 
Rag. ,Abb.,Jer.,Met.,Sad. 
Ob. ,Cello (E,H. ,Bsn.) 
Spinster,John 
Spinster 
Spinster,John 
John 
Prof., Spin., John 
3-l 
·rcxture 
Polyphonic 
Sparse instrumenta-
tion; Open sounds 
,Polyphonic/some 
Homophonic 
Homophonic 
Antiphonal 
Unaccompanied 
II 
Stretto Im~tation 
Antiphonal/Homo phon/ 
Polyphonic 
Unaccompanied 
C o:nn. ;v!a t e rial 
f·,.1odal scales 
"white" i\ey, no acci-
dentals 
\2-tone 
some 12-tone 
Tonal/Moual 
12-tone material 
Chant; ~ajor Triad 
f minor tonality 
Tonal/~1odal 
1~s tgP!\ Chant 
Or~anum 
;,;a jor 'l'riads 
"Ah" 
"a few words of 
ins truction" 
"Gloria in 
exc els is •.• " 
"Benedicite.;," 
Chorus asks 
questions 
l\1et. finds out 
Angels enter 
Reveals Angels' 
s hortco:ain.::; s 
I s r afil's Harp 
mi s sir>.g, Virtues 
· ~ e t it. 
•i'opening Chorus" 
32 
Me t.(leader)& Jer. 
&rtag .(Principalities) 
enter 
"where on earth" they are 
" asks what the An::sels are playing 
l'f.et. explains 
the mission 
Roll call 
Ser. discourses on 
TIME 
Oneness of the immortal beings 
"How" to a ccomplieh their mission 
" 
"Sanctus" 
"The boy is 
coming l ••. " 
" 
It 
The Angels pray 
The Angels in con-
fusion 
John enters 
"The first interruption" is called for 
1 
3 
1) 
16 
JO 
44 
45 
49 
47 
59 
61 
6) 
6S 
85 
86 
87 
88 
91 
Spinster enters 92 
Spins t er t ells John of disillus ioned 95 
John t ells of hi s s hyness 
John t ells of hi s vision 
Prof. offe rs advic e to John 
love 
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33 
Section 
Reci tati vc 
(Dialo ~ue) 
Quartet 
Aria 
Recitative 
VII Ballet 
VIII Recitative 
Aria 
Arioso 
Cadenza 
Me lismas 
I X Recitative 
X Rec ess ional 
_?erf.Medium 
Ann,Chorus 1 Spin. 1 Prof,, 
John, Rag, 1 Met, 
Ann~John 1 Spin.IProf. 
Chor us 
Raguel 
Met. ,Rag . ,Sad. 
Orch. 1 Cho1·us 
Met, ,Rag, 
Met. 's Sermon 
Ann,John 
Harp 
Double Chorus 
Sad. ,San. ,Met . 
Chorus 
Polyphonic/Homo. 
Antiphonal 
Polyphonic 
Note : These sections are specified on ly i n the voc a l 
scor e . (Probably through a nrinting error no marking 
was given f or a Secti on VI.) 
Comp. ~.1aterial 
D major 
Chant 
Hymn (foreshadowing) 
Hymn, Previous material 
Hymn 
12-tone hexachord 
Same as Proc~ssional 
34 
Plot-Action 
Chorus hums Anne enters 109 
J, tells Anne he wants to marry her 
Love is discussed 
Chorus='beus lliise- Time&Love is dis- 121 
reatur nostri .•• " cussed 
On TIME J.& A. are motion-
less 
It is sugges t ed the Virtues perform the 139 
ballet of "The •rie That Binds" 
Chorus = "Ah" The Virtues become 141 
Admonition to 
love each other 
A.& J. profess 
love for each other 
"Crescite et 
multiplicamini" 
& "Alleluia" 
entangled in the "tie" 
Me t. sneaks to the 154 
couple-while they re-
main motionless 
They kiss 
166 
Sad. explains the next mission 173 
"Ah" Angels exit 174 
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35 
Thecomposer uses diat onic harmony t o enhance 
delicate moments of the play as well as t o represent the 
siople immortal beings. When Metatron states the angels ' 
task ( [?5J , p.61) the melody and harmony are clearly 
tonal , free of accidentals. Tonic chords with added 
f our ths alternate with dominant chords over a tonic 
·tr ( e- :-,g!- # ' fr 
· '6' 
-
- ) ~-- \ I T I 
:£1 
'-+* 
-t=t· 
r 
7:· 
~ . -==-~ ~ -- -------·-----·----- ~c. .c:---··------· - *~~ ~:: --·------ T: t;: · ~ q): L• 
'l~his ~w .:::: · m on i.c sinplici ty signifies t he purity of the 
angels' characte r and intentions. Metatron's following 
aria, which pre se~ts noble, yet gentle suggesti ons for 
the means of accomplishing their task, continues t o 
remain uncluttered of chromatic inflections, the diatonic 
simplicity reflecting the thoughts of the singer. 
Metat r on's aria in Section VIII , in which he 
describes the angels, is another example of tonal sim-
plicity rep l~e s enting t he heavenly c r eatures and accentu-
ating a tender moment in the story. No accidentals occur 
in the first portion of the aria which begi~s in E major. 
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36 
Only during the middle section ( IGG\ ) , when ~·Jetatron 
refers to characters and events fr om earlier scenes , 
does the harmony become more complex as musical ideas 
from earlier portions of the score return to represe~t 
his subject matter. When his focus is once again t urned 
to the a:r1ge ls ( 1§81 ) the simple musical ideas from the. 
begi nning of the aria reappear. One of the musical 
ideas which recurs in the diaton ic portion of the 
accompan i ment of this aria develops an idea which is 
takerJ. from earlier portions of the score, and which is 
us ed throughout the opera when refe r ence is made to t he 
angels. ( A.n "Amen " sung by the angels in Section III 
(p. 5l) is t he fi rs t appearance of the idea. For other 
occurrence s see Appe~dix II. ) The first four notes of 
t h e meJ.ody br ing to mind the well-kn own melody of Sibelius ' 
"Finlandia" ., an allusion which creates a.n atmosphere of 
noble strength . 
p.l56 
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'l'wo elements the compo s e r uses to establish or 
reinforce key areas are diatonic scales and pedal tones. 
The fugal be 8inni~g of the Glo r ia i n Section II illustrates 
Y? 
the use of these techniques . Though the fi rs t part of 
the the me co ~tains chr omatic inflectio~ s , the key area 
i s s t re ngthened by a desce nding D ma j or scale i n its 
l ast two bars and a D pedal tone u~ de r the fi r st f our 
bar s . As the expositio~ moves through the keys of 
A ma j or , E maj or, and G maj or, these elements help to 
establish each tonality . In the E maj or section , an · 
E ma j or ascending scale, played by the harp and bassoon, 
is extended beyond the octave, leadi~g to the G maj or 
ctato ~e~t o~ the theme. The Gloria als o contains an 
exo.unle of a long pedal tone, unde l' me lod:i.e s v:hich ri:O'..re 
th r ou?h various k0y areas, when an F pedal i n the midd le 
sect ~~.o ~1 ( 8] ) is repr~ated for twent y-t':ro bars . Dis s o:1 ance 
a~d polytonal effe ct s r esult from t he static repe t i t i o~ 
of t~1e bass , as seen i n the quoted e1ea::;u :!.."'e ~; be low: 
( p . ~22- ;~:) ) 
In othe:c insta~'l ce s pe dal t one.s are used to 
creat e dramatic effects. For i nstance, a r epeated tone 
i c o~ten used as a symb ol to rei r:. fo r ce t he :ce curr:i.n r~ 
preoccupation with the subj ect of time, as it s ug~ests 
t he tolling of a clock. A simple pedal under solo1 s t s 
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38 
provides a sparse and suspended accompani~ent which 
gives e~phasis to tha words of the singer(s). These 
various UE>e s of the pedal tone are employed in the 
followi~g operatic types of composition: 
chant-like recitatives ( [§21 , [73] ) 
ari oso-like dialogues ( 11-IA\ , (451 , IL1-6l , (69} , p .111) 
arias ( 119\, l_21j, j22\ , [241, ~§,~ ·,{52}) 
choral sections and ensembles ( jl5l , @11 , E£.21 ) 
The composer also uses the repetition of triads 
to create an~ffect similar to that which results from 
a pedal tone. Repeated triads in the accompru1iment of 
solos maintain a firm hold on a key area as the melodic 
line !flanders outside the realms of th"e diatonic key, 
creating dissonance and tension when the textual ideas 
call for it. An example of this is seen in John's aria 
in Sec tion V ( !38) anG. · !39/ ) where he describes his vision. 
The repetition of the triadic chords in the accompaniment 
gives a sense of urgency, possibly denoting his heart 
beat, while establishing and maintaining the key of 
B-flat major by this insistent reiteratiun. This tech-
ni que is used again at @1_] in this section and in Section 
VIII (at [§§] ) when other characters make reference to 
John or his thoughts. 
Another method used by the composer to provide 
a to~al fou~dntion or s t atic harmonic backcround without 
clenr tona l meani~g for the melodies of s oloi s ts is the 
use of open fifth pedals or sonoritieo. This use first 
39 
appears in the Processional's drone bass ( see Chapter t~ ) . 1- ----==, 
Sectio ~ II also contains frequent ope n fifths as well 
as low octave pedals to accompany soloists. Roth pro-
~====== ==== 
--, 
,; duce a sparse , primitive sound to promote the archaic 
effect desired by the composer . In Section V low perfect _.,: 
fifths often support somewhat sporadic melodic lines, ! 
-
the hol low ~:;ou :n d lending aural support to the suspense 
~ 
at thi s point in the drama . Though the lowest tone of 
a low perfect fifth is acoustically reinforced so that 
-
~ 
"" 
it has r oot strength, the absence of the third produces 
:nodal a ::1b :L gui ty, allowing easy and rapid flow from o:1e 
ke y ce~ter to a~othcr. 
Open fifths are used by the composer f or dramatic 
~----- -------~ 
ef fect s as well as for melodic and harmonic f luidity. 
conclusion of the Gloria at the end of Section 
- == 
~ II is e wphasized by the incomplete sound of the pe r fect 
fifth which the angels sing when they are i nterr upted 
~ 
by the entering leaders. Throughout the following 
antiphona l section, the chorus cade nces on open fifths 
-~ 
and octaves . This reminiscence of organum fu~thers the 
-
re ligious aspect of the drama. The addition of the thi r d 
in the f ina l chord of the l as t cadence results in a 
musical finality and strength which parallels the t r ium-
-- -
phant conclusion of the dialogue. 
-
-
Other use s of the open fifth accentua te the 
dr amati.c setting of the play while providing tona l s tren~th 
to the composition. Its ominous quali.ty enhances words 
ltO 
of ~·!etatron 's aria in Section III when he sings of "the 
PO'.,rers of Darkness ," (page 57) and "the swirling fog 11 
(page 58 ). Similar moods of apprehension (i.e., as 
John describes his vision , page 100, and as Metatron 
t ~ies to calm Raguel , page 139-140) are intensified 
by t he use of the open fifth. The gradual piling of 
f ifths in the ac companir:1ent at ]71\ adds density and 
f or ce to the triumphant melismas at the end of the 
opera. 
The text and dramatic moods of "The t·'lasque of 
Ange ls" ar"e re f lected by the melodic lines as well as 
by t he harmony. Tonal melodic elements, such as triadic 
outline s a nd scalar or stepwise movement which strengthen 
key a~eas, a r e used in agitated passages as well as i n 
. t . l qu1e· , s1mp.e ones. I\1etatron' s aria on "vanity" and 
the grave state of the world (in Section III) begins 
7. 
in F minor, 7 the key established by an instr umental 
int r oductioz1 containing linear triadic outlines suggest-
ing harmonies and progressions of conventional tonality 
( i .e., t he outline of the v7 and the progression of the 
le ading- tone to the tonic ). The leaps in the accompani-
mental ~e lody, though con s onant, p r omote a feeling of 
agitation. As the aria continue s , chromaticism prevails 
as t he ten s ion increases. 
3 '.Phis is a l:::ey which has been u sed i n many other 
ope r as f or d~amatic s cenes of sorrow or tens ion, i.e ., 
"Otello 11 : Iac; o ' s a.::'ia i n Ac t II, •: carmen ": Car men ' s "card" 
aria in Act III, ~ ' .ua Traviat<.\. 11 : G ar:d.ne;-s ce ~1e i ::1 Act II. 
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These melodic elements are found more often 
in moods of a gentler and more simple nature, as when 
John and Ann speak shyly to each other (at ~g , Section 
V). Triadic motives in the solo voice parts and oboe 
line prcmote a child-like simplicity as the ange ls hum 
the previously discussed musical idea: 
-----
-~'.J ----
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The harmonic simplicity of ~etatron's aria in 
Section VIII is matched by the t r iadic outlines and 
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stepv1ise patterns i n the vocal line. The ac companiment 
a t the be gi ::.,nint; and end of the aria eontains a step-
wi se ascending line ove r a ~epeat ed bass figure : 
+ 
~ttP I #++ ~ ,. { \I ,+i I ,~ l A ~?-'if: I I ,...__.. / ' ,..L:. r 7 ?.c ! 7r I} B L ' {.J " 
+" I 
etc, 
' 
.£h'··· --'C II 
~rj?~,:. l : ! 
- ~ I t'. 
' + 
-~- ~ {./ -() :f): 
The t h ird time the bass is repeated , thirds are added 
to the octave s , and on the four th repetition , complete 
t:r_,i ads are used: 
t hird repeti tion fourth repetition 
etc~ · 
The os tinato fi gur e and ascending lines pr ovide a 
static harmol"l ic mot :L on , c r eat i ng an ethereal effect for 
the sermon of the ange lic le ader. 
I·-1oda1 EJ.e ments 
I n the por tioil s of t he s core whe re tonal 
s i mp licity and lack of chr omaticism a r e pr edominant, 
' 
modal melodie s and scales are s ome times u sed. These 
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modal elements are used i~ tonal setti~ gs, producing 
tvio effects: simultaneity of modal and tonal materials, 
or f luctuatian betwee~ the two styles, both typifying 
t ho ~ uxtaposition of historical periods which furthers 
t lle "t j nele s s" atmosphere of the play. The music of the 
F.:..'oce s sional exemplifies this duality. Emphasis on the 
nato G a~d recurrent G-Nixolydian scales give Qodal 
f lavor to the melody, while the presence of C in the 
dr one bas s suggests the tonality of C major. 
L~ t he melody the IJ:ote G -is not given tonal pr ominence 
until after twe nty-one bars when it is app r oached by 
i t s l e ading-ton~. Linear modality occurs again within 
to:w.l -v· e:ctical surroundi ngs at [iJ whe ~1 the me::1 sing 
the hi xolydian oelody as the women s i ng f our -par t chords 
L : t e :cti c.l. :L hm:-mo ny. 
The Glo r ia also contains some linear modal 
e l e ment s , though it is constructed v1i thin the framework 
of tonality~ A C·-I,ydi an scale is sunr; by the basses 
at the end of the fourt h statement of the sub j ect as the 
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sopranos sing a de s cending G major scale. 
The middle section of the Gloria contains an i nversion 
of t he theme with s ome chromatic changes , r e sulting in 
a Mixolydian melody. The f irs t statement of the inverted 
theme produces an F- r'1ixolydian melody (the second state-
me~t is i n Bb-Mixolydian ). 
·----··\-~- - -- ---;>""''+--- .h. 
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Moda l scales a~e a l s o employed i n vari ous other parts 
of t he sc or e. A B-Mixolydian ascending scale appears 
s e -.. .. eral times ir1 the acc or:1panimen t of r·1et a t r on ' s aria 
in Sect i on VIII. The choral acc ompaniment f or th~ 
quart e t in Section V contains B-Phrygian descending 
scale s i n octaves (page 121, and pages 135-136 ). 
Raguel ' s aria f ollowing thi s ensemble makes use of 
ascending moda l scale s (Phrygian and Do rian ) in the 
v 
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accompaniment. This use of modal elements produces 
ove~lapping styles of vari ous time periods to give 
wei ght to the themes of the play. 
Chromatic and Whole-tone Scales 
Scales of various types are employed in the 
eclectic gathering of musical styles. Chromatic and 
whole-tone scales appear in the score as well as the 
tonal and modal ones. The Ballet in Section VII has 
ch~omat i c scales (either complete or incomplete) in 
both the i~ strumental (page 141) and voice parts (page 
152). Descending and ascending chromatic movement of 
the bass is used by the composer in various operatic 
t ype s of eouposi t:io n to fu:cthe r l~rovling suspense or 
tension. As Sandolfon discusses the frightening pos-
sibility of proceeding with the mission without leader-
s hip, due to failings of the angels, (Sectio~ II, page 
11), the perfect fifth intervals of his rising melodic 
line a r e accompanied by chromatic descent of octaves 
played by the cello and bassoon. 
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46 
Al s o, the accompan i men t f or ~1etat ron ' s ar ia in Section 
VII I contains chr omatic moveoent when his wor ds creat e 
a mood of expectancy. 
Another use of chromatic mo vement in the bass 
occurs i n t he middl e section of the Glo r ia. After the 
lo~g F pedal ( discus sed ear lie r ) , bass pedals ascend 
slowly by ha l f steps ( j10] ) to C-flat , and t hen de s cend, 
again chr omatically , to A. This mo vement accentuates, 
t he t hickening of t he texture and the climactic musical 
growt h whi ch take s pla ce befo r e the r ecap i tulati on . 
Othe r s ections of tho opera al s o employing chromatic 
move ment i nclude: 
the in s t r umental section at C2J (Section II ) 
the ant :Lphonal ens emb l e at fl3] (Sec t i on I II ) 
Me tatron ' s aria at II2J (Section III) 
the arios o dial ogu~ between J ohn and the spinster 
at ~ (Se cti on V) 
the quartet and choral ensemble at ( 1~2 [ ( Section V) 
Occasional us e of the whole-tone scale (or 
fragments of i t) adds t o the variety of s tyle s employed 
in the work and sugge s ts still an other peri od i n times 
The accompani ment for Sandolf un ' s a rios o i~ Section II 
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contains two whole-t one scales , the first of which lacks I 
the final note of the scale. The second is played by l 
t he oboe, which doubles the voice part for the first f our 1~- - ___________, 
-~ otes, t he :c1. ascends slowly to sustained notes under a 
~ 
f lorid vocal melis~a : ~ J 
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T=itone ~onoritie s comprising all the notes of t he two 
vholc-tone scales appear in the first instrumental i n-
te r lude ( [~] ) of the arioso: ~-- -
~-
-
0-- --~~ 
-a! 
II 
As t he voices reenter, th~ ins t r uments sustain a complete 
whole-tone chord. This s onority appears again, four 
bar s later , accompanying an ascending whole-tone scal e F--
sung by the soloist. These instances of whole-tone --
simultaneities or scales in the voice par t or accompaniment -
occur when Sandolfon insists upon "Or de r and Harmony ." 
Perhaps the \•rhole-tone s ca le symbolizes this "order " , f.'- -
s i nce no half s teps occ ur , and consequently, no tone r-- -
48 
stands out as more important than the others. The in-
strumental interlude immediately after this last state-
ment continues the use of whole-tone ideas, as does the 
ac companiment at the soloist's reentrance: 
Throughout much of this section and its instrumental 
portions, focus is on the angel dance rs (Virtues ). 
Whole-tone fragoents accompany the i nstructions given 
them here, as well as at the end of the opera when 
attention returns to the da:r1cers. (The sustained 
whole-tone sonorities also return at the latter point.) 
Sandolfon (page 14) 
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The eclectic assAmblage of types of composition 
from past musical periods recalls various historical 
eras. Those forms used by the composer include: 
Chants: 
Psalm tone recitati on - Sadriel's lines (pp.l2, 46, 
173-174) 
Gregorian Chant - Chorus at jLJ-7] (p" l2lf.) 
oriental-sotmding chant - Cherubim (p.86f.) 
0:2ganum - Seraphim ostinato (p. 87f.) 
Ground bass oo:o fvletatron 's aria at I6L!] 
Hymn tune ("Blest be the Tie that Binds", Dennis) -
in Ballet of Section VII (p.l45f.) 
Chopir~esque Waltz - Ballet (p.lLI-7 , [5"9]) 
Bartokian progrc ssions of chords v1i th "blue" cross 
relationships - Jeremiel~s aria (p.55): 
Repeated bass figures are also employed by the 
composer. A tecm1ique used especially by Baroque composers , 
the ground bass, is utilized by Argento in l'Jetatron's aria 
in Section VIII, as has been mentioned. The imitative 
contrapuntal section of the Sanc·t;us is also built over 
a bass pattern handled sequentially : 
em . . . 
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One other bass pattern, simply consisting of 
minor third progressions' is heard :first at rf9) ' and 
the n a:..:;m.n a t 120] , !211 ( L1 the inner voices ) , and ILJ-2] : 
All t he tones of the chromatic scale are present and 
t~1eL:' arro..ngement could be viewed as two juxtaposed 
who le-tone scales: 
Du~i~s use of thi s pattern , Metatro~ is discussing 
the; a :::1c_;el :::; ' dut i e s and man's probler.1s. The ris ing 
m1d descending pr ogress ions add to the sense of ebb 
a~d fl ow of dramatic tension. 
Twelve-tone Elements 
As a part of his aggregation of compositional 
methods from various musical periods and styles, the 
composer i ncor pora tes dodecaphonic writing i nto the 
s core . The work j _s basically tonal, though perhaps 
often in a nontraditional sense, and even Argento's 
row , which f i~st appears in the accompaniment of Section 
I I , at [2] , is constructed ':.rith intervals havi:1r5 tonal 
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i mpl i ca tio:ts. 
Row: (the se co~d hexachord is t he i~version of the first ) 
A "telescoped version" of the hexachord i s utilized oft en 
1n this se ct i on and throughout the opera. 
Other occurrences : 
pp . 5,6 , 5? - Brass 
p • 1 o 5 - \v • \'l. 
p.l09 - St r i ngs 
pullO - Voi ce s 
p.l l 7 - 1,'/. '~'! . a~1d. ( see example below ) 
Spi~ ster and Professor 
p.lGG.f . 
p .l'(1 -
- - " ~l J 'cluJ·a· "'so +~ Sorap},1'm and Po•·Jerc 1\. - ..- ..1. - - .1. k .l.J.. ~ · _ ~ -IV 
Brass 
A reaone ar2nce of both forms of t he dodecaohonic idea 
- ~ - ~ 
occlE'S i :! t he vocal and i~strumental li~1es during 
Uietat i'On ' s opening remarks to the ange ls (p .45 ). 
"te l e s coped ·version 11 
The reci t ative before the March in Se ction IV 
s t ates the r ow i n the form used in the March: 
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This ve rs io~ of the row is stated a half-step lower 
a:1d t ho :::.< cco~ •d hexachord is in re t r ograde, with 
octave disp lacom~~t . Vari ous t ranspositions of this 
fo .::·m occu::::- tlE ·oughout this section. 
~d-Jrd ~'*' • -::-''"·~·~ -- -~~.-, ~~;-~~. - ~-~, ~~~- ~~--R*~~~u~t1~~~1?~~~11~p~~~~f\ ~~~~,. &~i?~,~~~,~~~-~ 
or i '?J·,l\0. \: "'lk fv\o.,rc..~ .. 
Li ~ear i~te rvals which are important thr oughout 
t he ope :>:.'8. a r e i : 1 co :~.'p_orated in the r ow so that the twelve-
tone c o~s t ruction me·rges easily with the other styles 
u sed by the composer. Motives combining various arrange-
~ents of pe ~fect fourths and fifths and minor thirds are 
expeci a lly p~ominont. The initial order of these intervals, 
as esta bli she d in the Pr ocessional, is shown below, with 
deri vnti '.J e motives later used i n the opera within n o~1-
dodecapho~ic contexts. 
A 
.... ----, \ (IYio Ps p if tYI\~ P5 J0 , ---
~ --·---.(?--- .JIP-
~-=--:______n.=~===== 
-------,r--
1 
l:) L__ .J 
c. 
A - recurr i ng motive 
B - re curr1ng moti ve 
C - end of first hexachord 
(C inverted = end of 
second hexachord ) 
(For furthe r details on these motives and their reuse 1 
see t he fi r s t appendix.) 
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It can be seen from the earlier quotati ons of the row 
music that the row has its own identity established 
thr ouGh chracteristic intervals and rhythmic patte r~ s. 
This enables the listene r to recognize fragments of t he 
row when they are us ed in tonal contexts . 
The combination of the various compositional 
styles wLi ch have been cited, cmsically illust~ates 
the 1.EJ.derlying the n:es of the play. Sir:mlta~eous use of 
techniques fror:1 vari ous historical periods parallels 
t he play's the me of the coexistence of chronological 
Time wi t h the ete rnal Now , pe r haps giving the li s tener 
a feeli~g of hope t hat t he significance of his life 
reache s beyo~d t he confi nes of his earthly existence. 
At t he he i ght of the drama , the moment when the first 
;nortal (,Joh?."L ) e::1 te:.:s t he presence of the angels, the 
r:1ost i ntense and complex combination of styles takes 
place (March in Section IV). I n the unaccompanied 
dialogue befor e Joh~ 's ent rance, pr e viously used ideas 
( i .e., Mixol ydi an s cale, minor t hird- perfect fifth motive, 
s tate~ent of r ow as it appears in t he March) are pr esent. 
The music of the March is made up of the simultane ous u s e 
of t he f ollowing : 
f} tJ.::lO 
~.1he How 
Os tinatos : 
or ient o. l -sou:Hl ing chant 
O:cr;anum 11 1\.ll c~ lui a 11 •11 
renoated outl ine of F~t riad 
J. 
Dcscendin~ maj or s cale s 
Outl ine of t r iads 
Gr oups of t riads in first and 
Eccond i nvc:csi o.n. 
!'1edj.um 
Accor.1pa:c. i ment 
Chor us of Cherubim 
Chorus of Se r aphim 
Chorus of Powers 
Accompa.nimen t 
Accompaniment 
Ac c ornpan. i.rner ... t 
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Th r ough the ut ilization and combination of 
the se various techniques, tho composer articulate s the 
.,: 
drama a :1d strengthens t he t hemes of the lib l"'etto ~ t-'Ioods 
of the play are heightened by the mus ical elements 
which augment the meanings of verbal ideas or thoughts ~· 1 
presented by the text. In this way, Argento aids the 
"' 
listener's understanding and as s imilation of the messages , ' 
and reveals his 0\·m conception of the ultimate meaning 
of the \·:ork. ' 
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Chapter 4-
OHCHES'J~RATION 
The orchestra f or the "l\ias que of Angels " is a 
t r io of t r ios : three woodwinds (oboe , English ho ~en doubling 
o~ oboe , bassoon ); three br as s ( two Bb t r umpets , one t r om-
bone ) ; thr ee s trings (two violas , one ce llo); plus a harp 
and percussion . Mr. Argent o "avoided using ' modern ' s ound-
i ng i rlSt r u rn ents ," i . e. , violi ns , f lutes , and French horn , 
i n order to achieve an archaic s ound "s omewhat Re naissance-
like. "1 The s olemn Nas ses of that "earl y mus ical period 
whi ch celebrated cor onati ons, ari st oc ra ~ i c weddings , e t c. 
ca lled f or highly art i s t i c musica l backgr ound. Br ass in-
st r·ument s an.d drums 1.vere especially prominent . n2 Otto 
Ki~keldey t ~l l s of f est i vities at t he marriage of Costan zo 
Sf or za with Camilla de Aragona in Pesaro in ~475 which was 
a typica l example of such events. There was a spect acular 
pe r f or mance of an allegor ical play l n the palace after 
whi ch gue s t E: vwnt to hear a t r iumphal I\1ass, "celebrated 
with organs , pipes , t r umpet s and untold number of drums 
7. 
tog·2 the :c w~_th tw o choirs and many singers. 11 7 By s e l ecting 
i ns t r ument s of the r.-mme type a s tho s e de scri bed in these 
hi s tor ica l acc ount s , the composer endeavors t o re pr oduce 
---·--·----·· -~ 
1 Quot e f r om pe rs ona l correspondence between Ar gent o 
and the wr i ter , Septembe r 30, 1975. 
2 Paul Hen r y IJanr:; , f·'J usic i n We s t e r n Ci viLi. -zat ion , 
( New York : w .w. Nor ton f<- co:-;·-rgm -, -p-:-306. ·- ·- - --
3 Ib :i. do 
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a similar sound to that of these early musical productions, 
a (ld thus eEhance the drama of the ope r a. The "untold num-
ber or ch·ums 11 implies an interest in percussive instruments 
which is also found in Mr. Argento's work, though he uses 
mostly pi tched percussive instruments, rather than drums. --= 
Be ofte n uses the other instruments in a percussive, rather 
~---
than a lyrical, man;:ter. Even the "tv1o choirs" are present 
i n this composition (see chapter on Choral Writing). 
; 
Mr. Argento also tries to achieve an archaic 
sound by deliberately limiting the range of the instruments. 
There is no double bass; furthermore few instrumental parts are 
wr itten above high C. The Renaissance .effect is also 
achie ved by the manrrer in which the instruments are played. 
For example, 1n the opening processional the strings play 
a dr one bass pedal pi~zicato on double stopped open strings -·-----, 
alternatlng with the plucked open lowest string: 
A tambourine and sleighbells also keep the same steady J 
quarte r -note rhythm, as the winds double the voices. 
The inst r ume nts are often used in a percussive, 
or basically rhythmic manner, rathe r than in a melodic one. 
57 
These often form pedals under the soloist ( s ), and other 
i ~1struments.. fvlany times \1/hen this occurs , it is for a 
dr amatic purpose . For instance , when the subje ct of t ime 
is discussed by one of the characters, a steady reiteration 
of a notA or chord brings t o mind the continual passing of 
time , as in the ticking of a clock. Examples of this may 
be seer~ at : 
[@ Raguel says that the Captai!l ' s sense of time is 
n ot clear. When he has said this , the harp begins 
a G rhythmic pedal over Jeremiel's discussi on of 
time. The second ~i ola also plays the same rhythm 
and pitch using natural harmonics. 
l ~T~ i i fl'~ i r ~-rt; r i e>T .,;. 
This continues for twenty measures until the first 
viola a.rtd cello continue the rhythm , also playing 
a G, using nat;ural harmonics, for another seven 
m.easures. 
Ar:;ain, Haguel states that 111l'ime does not exist. 11 As 
Metatron an~~ers, the cello plays re peated quarter 
notes (on D0 J under the vocal line. 
* ~ ..J .,l J I -;~ 
As the subject of time is again discussed, the 
strings play a repeated r hythm, staccato and al 
tal lone . (using the frog of the bow):¢ t f f.ftW ... 
The i nte r val expands ~o an open fifth ur1til at 
the change of meter (~ the violas play J?ff. octaves: 
3 ;. ~ ~ =~ ;., ;, :, - .;, ~ . 
:>.. LL.Ll LL..lJ W \ J • .. 
As if to repr esent the tolling of a clock, the 
glockenspiel occasi ona lly ac companies the sub ject of tir.J.e. 
1l'his occurs at 1 1.~71 when Ann describes the passing of her 
days. The glockenspiel sounds one high pitch as she says 
her days begin •11ith the "morning li c;ht" and l G.ter reiterates 
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the pitch three t imes, indicating the measurement of time. 
As she describes the events of her morning , the harp p lays 
a rhythmic pedal : I "A. r l-... \ t;!. reinforcing t he theme of time Is 
passing . When she speaks of the afternoon "reflec t ing 
the morning hours ," the glockenspiel is heard again. Bells 
play expanding intervals in steady repeated rhythm as Arin 
speaks of her "days and night s" and J ohn speaks of his 
"tedious hours." Follovling this, the suspended cymbal 
tolls at irregularly-spaced intervals, perhaps t o symbolize 
the couple ' s confusion. 
On three occasions during the c ourse of the story , 
rhythDic us e · of i nstruments t o accompany s olo voice or 
instr umon t ( s) is found in the form of a repeated triad : 
t </1\ r r0 1 f1. srn ~ ~ I n all of these ins tances ( ~ = John ' s aria, 
@]::-:professor , eleven bars before IE-8] = l\'letatron 1 s solo ) 
the mortals are speaking or being discussed by angels. 
Perhaps the reiteration depi cts the heart-beat of mortals , 
another reminder of the measurement of time. 
The Henaissance flavor is furthered by places of 
sparse instrumentation, the hollow sound serving to emphasize 
the t ext. Sandolfon' s arioso at UJ give s the f irs t i ndi..:. 
cation of the Ange ls' behaviour and shortcomings, setting 
the mood of the play. It is accompanied alternately by 
winds and strings playing octaves or simple open s onor ities 
in whole notes. Occasi on a lly both winds and strings play 
togethe r , but the thin texture i s maintained by lonB-held 
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59 
doubled chords , or pedals under· moving octaves. Some 
measures are accompanied by simple octave pedals played 
by strings or open fifths doubled in the woodwinds and 
s t r ings . There are places that are completely without 
accompaniment. In this manner t he text is set off; clear 
to the li s tener, and t he sparse instr umentation ~ives a b . 
feeling of suspense and expectancy. 
Thr oughout Metatron's aria, i n which he s tates 
the mission of the angels, the orchestra remains uncluttered. 
The recitatives preced~ng thi s section are unaccompanied, 
and the sparse ins t r umentation of the aria begins with 
a me lodic idea played by the s t rings in octaves. At IT2J 
the viola plays a pedal as the cello and t r ombone play short, 
pe r cuss ive notes in a simple sequence. Once again, the 
alternation of two groups of two i nst r uments playing in 
octave s (as at [i]) re turns after 1211 • ~1etatron' s · solemn 
di s course on the "Trials of Time" is le ft unencurilbefed and 
instrument s are excluded altogether when the chorus joins 
the s oloi~t a t the end of his speech. 
A simple accompaniment consisting of oboe and 
chor us provides a pure a tmosphe re for the halting dj.alov1e 
of the two mortals at [Li-'-l- 1 • At the end of a melodic phrase 
p l ayed by oboe I, oboe II holds a pedal while the chor us 
hums homopho·:1 i c phras es. These continue to alternate, 
one moving as the other holds a pedal or chor d, as the 
s oloi s ts exchane;e sho:ct ph:case n. l~at e r , at one of the 
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high points of the drama, where John expresses his desire 
to kiss Ann, the instrumentation is as delicate as the 
moment. Only one viola plays as the lovers speak t o 
each other. The recitative at the end of the opera is 
the final humorous nornent, and is als o accompanied thinly, 
by an octave held by the strings. 
In the choral sections the instruments often 
double the vocal parts and are even omitted f or short 
sections. During the quartet, the chorus provides much 
of the accompaniment along with the instruments. As the 
quartet sings polyphonic lines at [31] the bassoon and 
E:::1glish horn play in octaves, doubling the octaves stmg 
by the chor us. The harp is then added and is the only 
i nstr ument which plays at the climax of the section . 
Evon ~he writing for the harp is kept simple at this 
point of dr amatic i ntensity , as J ohn and Ann confess their 
love for one another. These examples show sparse arches-
tration at important textual moments in the play. Density 
is achieved mainly through voices (the Angel chorus ) rather 
than b;y the use of many inst r uments. · 
Though the orchestra is small , the composer 
achieves a gr eat deal of variety in his instrumentation. 
The gradual addition of instruments in a polyphonic style 
brings about a thickening of orchestral texture. An example 
of this technique occurs afte r the ceremonial ent r ance ·· of 
the Angelic trio. After the dense orchestration at the 
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beginning of this scene , the i ns trume nts are omitted as 
the chorus continues until the strings are added in 
polyphonic entrances, thickening the harmony as \vell as 
the instrumentation: 
~ r=~<l ~ - --.... --- ~ 1'";'\ 
~"'!loo ' 
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The i nstrumentat ion lS then thinned again as the voices 
si113 . 'l~he same proce ~:os is repeated again in the strings 
and later the fanfare-like building occurs in the brass . · 
A thickening of instrumental texture at climactic 
points of the play enhances the dramatic impact and suppor ts 
the vocal line. One example of this occurs before 1261 
where Metat r on begins his aria on the subject of love. 
Only a simple arpeggio played by the harp accompanies him 
as he begins. Bass foundation is provided by the cello 
withthe first viola occasionally doublingthe vocal line. 
As the intensi ty increases , the rJtring trio joinB the harp. 
\'foo dwincls ancl brass are added at the f i nal high point of 
the statement , suppor ting the ardor of the soloist. 
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Another occurrence of the addition of inst r u-
ments to augment an intensely dramatic moment is during 
lTohn' s a r ia as he describes a vision he has had. At [3sJ 
he is accompanied by the oboe and a repeated t r iad pedal 
played by the strings. As the oboe continues throughout, 
the strings and harp alternate. Whe n John says the words 
"harsh and r aspinQ; , 11 the trumpets are added to the strings!, 
repeated chord and the oboe plays an off-pitch quote of 
an ear lie r motive. As the tension builds, the English 
horn , bassooh and t r ombone enter, adding weight to the 
orchest~ation. Once the climactic point has been reached, 
the accompan i ment is thinned back to the simple repeated 
s tring triad . 
The orche s tra reflects the mood of the play 
at a.notho::-.' point of dr amatic tension , v1here John expresses 
his desi re to kiss Ann. The angels bec ome "exasperated" 
1
.vhen Ann asks if it would be "proper 11 • A gradual addition 
of instr uments,beginn i ng with polyphonic entrances of the 
\·!Oodvlinds , follm·Ted by the addition of s trings , brass and 
finally the har p and glockenspiel, depicts t he angels ' 
r ising frus t r ation . The increasing of s ound and thicken-
ing of texture mirrors the .emotion of the dramatic moment. 
Argento often uses i nstruments as an extension 
of the vocal line. By i mitating a me lody j ust sung by 
a soloist, the i ns t r ument s i gn i fies a thought~respon so 
to what has been s aid. I f the motive is delayed f or a 
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few measures , it recalls the words of the actor. If 
much time elapses between statements of a repeated musical 
idea, the idea returns as a type of l eitmotive. '.rhe ex-
amples below illustrate a few instances where the imitating 
i nstrument extends the musical phrase. 
Page 9 ( word-painting ) 1:'~. 10) 
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Pg. 157 (Motive exchanged between voice and instrument) 
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At [~~] the chorus o.f Angels sings a final melismatic 
passage . As they hold the final cade~ce, the woodwinds 
and strings play the ·me lisma that was previously sung by 
the voices. This extends the cadence and the whole music-
al section, adding to the exhilaration of the concluding 
moments of the opera. 
Musical ideas are also sometimes presented first 
by the instruments before being sung by the vocalir:>t. 'J.lhis 
anticipation of the vocal line foreshadows the thoughts of 
the actor, setting the mood, emotion, or dramatic context, 
before it is verbalized. The following are examples of 
musical ideas presented by i nstruments and repeated by 
the vocalists. 
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The various timbres of the i nstruments are 
utilized by the composer to support and enhance the drama. 
Both the awesome capacities and the ineptness of the angels 
are represented by the brass. The manner in which these 
instruments are played reflects the angels' aptitude 
and feelings for the various situations, as does the 
music itself. At the entrance of the three highest-
.ranking ane;els, the brass trio plays a ceremonial fanfare 
intensifying the pomp of the occasion. Thi s somewhat 
t raditiona l use of the power of the brass i nst r ume nts 
is r epr e sentati ve of the grandeur of the immortal beings. 
The brass in struments also depict the awkwardne ss of the 
angels i n moments of inability and frustration. As Met-
at r on refe r s to t he cle r k's complaint about his quill 
the t r umpets hold an open fifth and the trombone r ecalls 
the line sung earlier by the clerk. At I ?0] the brasses 
are muted a s they play a staccato musical idea from the 
be ginning of the ope r a ( C2J). This music \vas played when 
the angels disco vered that the harp had been forgotten. 
Now the same music, played in seconds by the trumpets, 
portrays t he a::1 gels' exaspe ration with the mortals as they 
once again call on the Virtue Dancers to give ass i s tance. 
Variety of color and texture is attained in the 
string 1,vr i ting through us e of pizzacato ( s ometimes on open 
s t rings ), double stops, harmonics, long-held pedals and 
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special bowing techniques. The percussive use of the 
s t r i ngs, with only occasional lyric passages, results 
in an open, archaic sound which promotes the timeless 
dimension of the drama. An interesting effect is ob-
tai:led ln the ~1arch at 131] • Th.-~ strings play in unison 
(cello an octave below violas) a staccato passage contain-
ing glissandos ascending over an eleVenth and descending 
a perfect fifth. The harp also plays long glissandos 
up and down as the strings play them. Doubling the 
Cherubim, the violas then play sul ponticello (at the 
br idge) which results in a glassy and eerie quality 
suitable to the Eastern chant-like melody. When the 
Spins te r a.ccuses .John of being a demon (before [ig] ) 
the violas play a bowed tr0molo sul ponticello. At [2lJ 
the violas are muted a s they play double-stopped glissandos. 
These result in one triad sliding to another and are doubled 
by the harp. This effect adds to the feeling of chaos 
at this point of the angels' greatest inadequacy and be-
wilderment. When the Spinster speaks of her vision of 
a Bhadow ( [2.6] ) the strings play a muted tremolo which 
i ntensifies the suspense of her story. Very high string 
vrci ting i s found on page 85 of the full score. All three 
in[3truments are muted, reading treble clef, and end on 
natural ha rmonics at the dynamic lefel of ppp. The music 
r eflects tbe su.bjeet of "dreams" disct.H3sed by the two 
disguised angels. 
' 
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The composer employs the dual capacity of the 
oboe for both quick , agitated passages and lyric legato 
lines. It is the main instrument used to make comment on 
the Spinster's lines~ The two-fold capability of this 
i nstrument makes it a fitting personification of the 
angel dis e~ui se d as a mo r tal and its nasal sound a..'1d 
agility give the empression of an eccentric and jumpy 
old women. The lower range of the bassoo~ equips it 
for r epresenting the Professor. (The viola also makes 
comments on his remarks. ) The pie r cing quality of the 
oboe in its upper register lends emphasis to John ' s 
descriptio~: of "harsh and rasping " . soun.ds in the off-
pitch quote mentioned earlier. Throughout the opera 
there are also many examples of the lyric capability of 
t he oboe . One example of thi s beginf3 a t { 1.~ 3l and continues 
un t i l @05]. During this pas sage of conversation bet\'leen 
the two mortals, the oboe plays lyrical me lodies which 
re cal l earlier musical and dramatic ideas i nterspe rsed 
with long-held pedal tones. The intimacy of the moment 
is enhanced by the rich tone of the oboe in it s middle 
r egister ... . 
Traditional writing for the har p ( i.e. , arpe ggios, 
glissando s , s teadily plucked notes and chords ) is found 
in the opera, as well a a passage (at [2'51) where it acts 
as a continuo instr ument. Soft, repeated harmonics are 
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written .for the harp during the Sanctus Cl27]) and two 
cadenzas are played by the instrument which create 
appropriate atmosphere for the events of the moment. 
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O:c-1e of these occurs before ~6] and is marked "a piacere". 
It fills the dramatic pause with a descent from a high 
pitch to a low, followed by an ascent back to the first 
pitch, before ~'1etatron states his solution for uniting 
the mortals: "By placing the idea of the Possible before 
the eyes of lovers. 11 The other cadenza occurs before 
l ?l) as the lovers embrace and finally kiss. Reflecting 
the excitement of the angels, it is full of rapidly 
asce?:d.:i_ :tlf; and descending scales which gai:::-1 momentum and 
mo ve to higher pitch levels until one long ascending 
glissa::1do runs practically the entire range of the instru-
ment. After the couple kiss, an A major descending 
glissando is slowly played. 
The various percussion instruments add color 
and rmsical sound,s to the d:rama. Both the bells and 
glockenspiel are used to depict the tolling of a clock 
represen t~ng the passing of time. A cadenza for the 
glockenspiel played with soft mallets occurs during 
f'!letatron ' s sermon to the lovers (after [6'2 1) o It is 
marked pp and ir:3 accompanied by an open fifth pedal in 
the str ings. The delicate sound and light or chestration 
inc r eases the anticipation of the moment, and enhances 
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the intimacy of the mes s age. The tambourine is played 
a t the be c;i nn i. ng of t he I'-1arch ( [2] ) r olling during the 
h a .rp and s t ring glissandos. At ( 33] the triangle rolls 
dur i ng these gl i ssandos. Later , the suspended cymbals 
a r e r olled wi th s oft sticks and then played periodi cally 
as the quartet di scusses love. They are also rolled 
during the harp caden za before l71 j .. Raguel becomes 
70 
ups et du.r i ng the quartet and asks for time t o be suspended 
( ~ ) • As he discusses the 11 odor of Time 11 a repeated 
eighth-note ~hythm is played with wire brushes on the 
tambouri~e, adding to the eerie s uspense of his description. 
Thr oughout the opera the instruments enhance 
t he mus ic and the dr ama. The f ull orchest r a is used only 
a t c lioac·t i c moments. Combinat i on s of instr uments are 
c a~e fully s elected to lend full wei ght to the content 
and meani ng of the pla;y and the manner i !l which the 
i ns t r uments ar e played i s well though'f:;out in order t o 
c r eate the mo s t s uitable atmosphere f or the disclosure 
of t he meani ngs of the drama. 
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Chapter 5 
CHORAL \vRI'l'ING: FOR~'l AND TEXTUR:I!~ 
According to Dominick Argento, the choral writing 
l !1 "'l'he Iv'iasque of Ange ls" was "the most challenging aspe ct 
of the composition" and was the most elaborate choral 
music he had written to that point .1 The entire opera is 
written i~ a very free arch form, the music of the Pro-
ce ssional r epeated almost exactly in the Rece ssional. 
No obvious patte r n determines the orde r of solos , choruses, 
ensembles , and i nstrumental sections in the thr ough-composed 
body of tha work. Even the arias break ·away from traditional 
operatic form, usually written in a free through-composed 
style, with r ecurring ostinatos in the accompaniment, or 
r epeated material to give cohesiveness. 
It is the large choral sections which have forms 
that may be classified i n somewhat traditi onal terms. A 
variety of textures i s produce d by these conventional forms. 
Divers ity in the choral writing is also achieved by various 
groupings and combinations of t he angel chorus which is 
divided i nto three semi-chor uses : Che r ubim (SATB); Seraphim 
( SA ); and Powers (TB). When all of these are combined , 
there a~e divisions of as many as eight parts. There are 
1 Quote - fr om persona l corre spondence between Argento 
and the writer, September 30, 1975. 
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72 
sections written for do uble chorus and also those which l 
make use of the three semi-choruses as three separate 
entit i e s . The choru s i s a lso used in un cus tomary ways 
to add de~ sity or accompaniment to i ns trume ntal or vocal ~-= 
J 
e :.1s e mb les. i 
-
Though homophonic passages occur i n the choral ' 
- -
writing , a polyphonic texture predominates. Contrapuntal 
writi n g i ncluding fus al e~tries , s t re tto , canons , imita- ~ · ~ 
tio:1 and oth0r techn iques u sed in linearly cons t ::..,ucted 
= -
comp os ition is alternated with interspersed homophoni c 
" se ctio~s . These two contr asting textures occur in the f--· 
Pr ocess i ona l and Re ce ss ional a~d i n t he .large chor al sections f= 
fr om t he Ordi~ary of the Mass , however the oe thod of com- fc 
p osit i on va~ies with the di s t ribution of the chor al f orces. 
As o~1 e ehoi.r , the enti r e COE1pany of angels s ings 
----
t he con t r apuntal Pr oce ssional on an un indicated vowel 
(p r obab l y "ah"). The char t on the followin g page ( 5-l ) gives 
""i 
~
a n over-view of its f orm and textur e. A can on at the unison 
and at a distance of t hre e measures iG s ung by the s oprano 
ru1d al to voice s for the first twenty-~ight measures , of ten -~ i 
creating open intervals of fif t hs , fourths, and octaves , --
f-
as can be s een in the first seven measures: 
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An episode comprised of tightened canonic entries of the 
scalar motive found in the theme begins at bar 29: 
Four-part homophonic chords sung by the women provide 
accompaniment for the tenors and basses as they repeat the 
theme in w1ison at the original pitch level beginning at 
!]: 
;i~~-=11 ~ 
6 ~fo~~J:¥£1~~¥ ~~ I 
Though the canonic theme is stated here, and later by the 
women 's unison voices as the men sing the chordal accompani-
ment, a homophon{c structure prevails to the end of the 
Processional, providing a chordal accompaniment for a solo-
ist entering at [?J . The combination of linear and ver-
tical aspects of compositional construction in the Pro-
cessional and Recessional provides variety in the thick-
ne ss of tho choral sound. 
Polyphonic textures and linear compo s itional 
t echniques, cont ras ted by a few short homophonic sections, 
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are also found in the Gloria. Diagram 5-2 (p.76) illus-
t rates its organization. Textually, the Gloria has two _ ,_ 
parts: 
1) "Gloria in excelsis Deo, Et in terra pax hominibus 
bonae voluntatis" - set polyphonically with fugal 
en t:;."ances of sub j ect and counte rsubject. 
2) "Laudamus te, benedici!.!.lus te, adorarnus te, glori-
ficamus te" - set homophonically. 
The form suggests a non-traditional fugue which i ncludes 
an i ncomplete recapitulation. Comprised of two parts, 
the exposition contains a section with fugal entrances 
of the theme stated in all voices, with countersub,ject and 
peda ls, and a polytextual passage mixing polyphonic and 
ho~wphoni-c te xtur es. The development begins at [2] and 
i nc 1 udss the i n version of the subject and sho :;.~t homophonic 
secti ons containing f r a gments of the theme i n stretto. 
Star ting at [Ii] , the recapitulation be gi ns with a state-
ment of the sub j ect which is then followed by ideas from 
the counte r subject. Thr ee nain musical ideas, with varia-
tions of the first, make up the Gloria: 
A = Fugal statement s of theme 
("Gloria ••• ") 
A' - Theme i nverted 
A" . ·- Theme sta t ed \'lith pedal 
B = Polytextual pas s age ( "Laudamus te $ •• II and 11 ({loria ••• II) 
C = Meli smas and pas sages in stretto 
Exposition 
A B 
Development 
A1 c 
Recapi tulation 
B A" 
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Pedals a r e a pr ominent de vice used thr ough6ut 
--d 
the Gl o .~'ia in the accompaniment and in the vocal parts , =~ 
====, 
providing tonal stability. A repeated rhythmic pattern 
( ). } d ) in the step-wise ascending countersubject provides . 
~ 
s trong r hythmic pulse offsettin g the syncopation in the i 
' 
sub j ect. Agai n , open fourths, fifths, and octaves brou~ht 
about by the combination of the sub j ect and the counter- ~ 
subject create a sparse, archa ic texture: 
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Parallel thi r ds in combination with repeated-note peda ls 
make up the homophonic setting of the "Laudamus te .... 11 , ~ 
\·Ihich is s ung simultaneously •.vi th portions of the sub~ject 
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As the men repeat the "Laudamus te ••• ", the women sing the 
"Gloria ••• 11 i n similar setting, on ly the counte r subject, 
( sung by the altos), remaining as a reminder of the fugal 
i de as . Supported by a bas s pedal, the parallel thirds 
sung by the sopr anos s ometimes move in contrary motion and 
sometimes i n par allel motion with those of the tenors, 
cr eating a kind of ethereal texture and motionless har mony 
around the counte r sub j ect. Though there appears to be more 
motion, this cr ossing of voices causes 8..t!. alternation 
between only two par allel t r iads : 
Following this, a homophonic statement of the "Laudamus 
te ••• ••, sung by all voices doubling three par ts as f r ag-
ments of the theme are played by the instruments, concludes 
the expo s i tion • 
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I 
Using traditional techniques found i n fugal 
, 
compos i tion , the composer builds the piece us i ng ideas from -d 
-===c= -'::! 
F= 
and variation s of t he sub j ect. The i nvers ion of both the 
subj ect and countersub j ect is found L1 the development a l -. 
section . Though the voice s are independent at bar 57, - -~-1 
-
j 
a combination of s ub ject fragme nts and counte rsub j ect, ! 
both i n ve rted and i n original fo r m, p r oduce s a dense, -
hooophon ic textur e: 
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At jlO) linear ideas from the inversion and original f orm -~ --•"'-· 
of the theme appear in stretto, bringing about an increas-
.: 
ing density of texture as ever~y two beats another voice 
par t is added. This happens twice, the second time all 
l=c:_ - ~ 
the voices beginning on the same note. Both times all f.-"'_ 
' -
-
' voices cadence on homophonic "Gloria"s sung on open fourths 
and fifths. These two phrases are followed by a melismatic 
variation of the theme in stretto, begun first in the bass 
voice and followed by tenors, altos and sopranos, creating ~- ~----== 
f" ! 
a thickening of texture from the lower voices to the higher. 
- -- -- i 
A homophonic section of nine bars with ideas taken from 
the counte rsub j ect concludes the development section. 
After an e.Y.P.ct repetition of the second section 
of t.he - e xpos:i..+; ior-, , th;<; altos and basses si::1g the theme in 
oct<;lve;:; at the original pitch ("D'') as the sopranos sing --
the same text and rh;ythm on a pedal "D". In unison, all --= 
the voices sing the descending "bonae voluntatis". After 
six rneasu:ce s of };lomophonic HGlorias 11 in the rhythm of the 
counte rsub ject, the piece ends abruptly on open fifths. 
Thr oughout the Glo r ia linearly conceived lines are often F- -J 
placed within homophonic textures. Open intervals are 
contras ted with triads and dense r sonorities. This com-
bination of polyphony, homophony, aDd the s imultaneous 
' 
use of both , along with open intervals versus triadic 
chords , lends a variety of texture and unique quality 
to this choral section. 
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Various antiphonal division s and com-
binations of the chorus of angels and s oloists is employed 
by the composer, furthering the liturgical flavor of the 
music, and producing a variety of fullness of sound and 
texture. At the entrance of the three high-ranking angels, 
an antiphona l passage, utilizing four different ensembles, 
musically depicts the pomp and ceremony of the occasion. 
These ensembles are: 
1) Tho three angels (a male trio : ~wo baritones , one tenor ) 
2) Chorus of Cherubim (two-part: sop.& ten. / alto & bass ) 
3) Chor us of Powers and Seraphim (SATB) 
4 ) Chorus of Cherubim combined with Chorus of Powers 
a~1 d Seraphim 
This passage is a dialogue between the choirs of angels 
and thei :c angelic leaders. Questions a~~ked by the chorus 
of PO\·Jers aD.d Seraphim (3) are ansNered by the trio ( l ) 
after the Chorus of Cherubim ( 2 ) have prompted them to 
answer. Following the statements made by the t r io, the 
combined choirs (4 ) comment with enthusiastic praises. 
Ove r lapping phrases occur as one ensemble be gins while the 
final chord of a phrase is held by the other. The last 
question is asked by the full chorus (4 ) . Ending the 
dialogue i n a flourish of praises, a final section of 
short acclamations with antiphonal responses between f ull 
chorus and trio is concluded vri th a grand 11 Amen 11 sunc; b;y 
all. Charted on the following page, the antiphonal passage 
has three sections: 
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I ; F_rEWDUCTIO~~: Male t r io ( l ) sings in Latin (1 3 mea sures ) , 
answered by "Alleluia" ':3 s u:1g to5ethe r by 
the entire chorus of ancels ( 4·). 
MAIN PORTION: At 14 - Antiphonal que s tions and answers 
(three parts, r epeated with some ch~nge) 
Q_uestion Pr om2tinf5 Ans':Ier Pr aises 
3 2 l Lj. 
3 2 l L~ 
4 2 l 4 
(numbers indicate ensemble; r ead from left to right) 
FL~AI1 ACCLAHATIONS: Praises sun. e; antiphonally b;y the 
ens embles i n. the f ollowL:g or de r : 
l, 4, l , 4, 2, 3, On ly female voices, All male voices, 
Eve r yone: 11 Amen 11 • 
All of the mus i cal · aspects of this scene, its form, the 
di vision of choral forces with inte r acting ensembles, and 
orche s tration containing fanfares played by a brass trio 
lend wei ght to its dramatic content. 
Another i nterplay of chorus and soloist set to 
enhance the drama is found beginning on page 59. The chorus 
imitates (or echoes) in stretto, Metat r on's line, ending in 
a~1tiphonal response between chorus and s oloist. Unaccompa-
nied, the idea of oneness among the ~ngcl s , expr es s ed in 
the text, is reflected in the music. 
The Sanctus contains all of the t extures and 
chor al techniques found i n the pr evi ous ly dis cuss6d choral 
section s. It is polychoral, one choir made up of Cherubim 
(SATB) and the othe r of Se r aphim (SA) and Powers (TB ) . 
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Antiphonal techniques ( i.e ., effects of alternation , an-
swering , and echoing ) are again employed, as well as the 
combi nation of al l eight parts in a thick choral texture. 
Techniques of polyphony (i.e., contrapuntal writing, 
imitative f ugal entrances, inve r ted theme s , pedals ) are 
offset by passages of homophony. The cho r us is polytextual 
in several places. There are thr ee parts to the text, 
each made distinct by separate, a lthough related, musical 
ideas: 
1. 
2 . 
3. 
11 Sane t us, Domi ne Deus Sabaoth 11 
11Pleni sunt coeli Et terr a glor ia tua 11 
11 Honanna i n exce l sis " 
The first portion is characterized by parallel thirds in 
the inner voices , Wld me lodic morives outlining triads: 
The s econd textual section is a polyphonic se tting with 
f ucal entrances (overlapping ) of a the me which ascends 
and des cends in s tepwi se motion : 
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The "Hosanna ••• " is set with a combination of 
the previous ideas, the disjunct motion from the "Sanctus " 
setti ug and the con~junct a s cending a·~1d descending motion 
from the 11Pleni sunt coeli ••• 11 Hhich is related to the 
first ideas heard in the parallel thirds. This creates 
a heterophonous motio~ between voices and anticipated 
disson.ances: 
As shown in the diagram of the Sanctus~ the piece 
be gi ns homophonically, with the choir of Che r ubim followed 
by the choir of Seraphim and Powers repeating the opening 
ideas. Short antiphonal phrases follow. With the state-
ment of the "Pleni sunt coeli ••• " the texture is thinned. 
The basses of the second choir begin the statement, followed 
imitatively i n. stretto by the same voice part of the other 
choir. The higher voices are added gradually, in the same 
irnitati ve fn::3hion, until a thick, polyphonic texture is 
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achieved. Contrary motion between par ts results as the 
--: 
ascending "Pleni sunt coeli" is sung E.imul taneously with 
the desce ::1ding "Gloria tua": ===- ~ 
'I 
' 
~ 
j 
! 
--
r 
-' 
' 
No parts sing the same music or text simultaneously until ~ 
1'-
---; 
a homopho:cic "Gloria tua", sung by all voices, ends this . 
section . A gradual thickening of texture occurs once again F e===:= 
--:::: 
:L:t the s te,tement of the "Hosanna", as corresponding voice ~- i 
parts of t he two choirs are paired for the imitative state- 1- ~ 
oents of the descending and ascending lines. The whole :::=::' 
r- -
-J 
process is repeated, the second time alternatiY1g the con ju:1ct 
and dis j unct motion in the voices: ~ 
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All the portio~ s of the text a~d musical ideas are in- ; 
~ 
eluded i J t he final section. As the Seraphim and Powers 
.._ 
sj_ng the openi :.1g music , the Cherubim sing the "Pleni stmt I 
' 
coeli 11 i tt mn ~; o r: . An antiphonal combi!1ation of the "Hosann a" 1---- - -
r= 
a.sce Cl d.i.:1g mo 1-;i •.re e.nd the "Sanctus " ideas occurs before the 1-= ~-
fi~al part ia l stateme~t by both choirs of the beg1nn1n~ 
:J 
idea s . A homophonic t :ciadic E;etting of "Deus Sabaoth" 
-
is sun g by al l voices ( five -par t) ending the piece on a 
., 
low A-ma j or tr·iad at a s oft dynamic level. 
Ano ther choral sec tion written f or two choirs ""===· 
occur s at the end of the ope ra before the Recessional. 
A oelisnatic pas sage sung by each of t he parts of the 
-- -~ 
Che r ubim choi~ is co~trasted by a homophon ic two-p art :=: 
"Alleluia " eu:1 r:; by the Seraphim a::1d Powe r s. Lo::1g pedals 
e.re che.I'e, cte :cis tic of t his section. An an tiphonal 11Alleluia" 
: 
is follo1·1ed by the anouncement that "the mission is completed." 
The chart on the followinG page shows the gradual thicken-
1--
ing of the texture as new voices enter while the others 
hold pedals. 
...,...._ mel i s m a. 
ANV\ " AIIel\.\\<)..'' 
L Pedo.l 
Gil 
~ s 
e A 
~T 
B. B 
+ p A 
o B w 
Both choruses combine in a t,,v o-part: "Deo Gratias" ,,,hich 
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bra~ches i~to an E-oa j or triad at the final cadence, and 
a fins_l "AJ.J.eluio." is set in homophonic four parts. 
By using various compositional techniques, the 
composer achieves diversity in the texture of the choral 
sound to support the changing dramatic content. At a humor-
ous, though tense, moment of the plot an interesting texture 
is brought about by the use of ostinatos. As soloists 
sing short phrases the three semi-choruses sing different 
ostinatos simultaneous ly. The Cherubim be gin by singing 
in unison aa Eastern chant-type ostinato: 
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-~ 
The Seraphim enter after the first statement of the 
-=-
--
;=== 
Cherubi~'s melody with an or ganum-like ostinato contain-
ing an abundance of parallel four ths and fifths : 
=== ---1 
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The Powe r s a re finally added, repeating the outline of 
'="'! 
:-:=- -
i 
~ an F#-major triad in slow rhythm: 
I 
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'l1he textu.ce i~~ dense both har monically and rhythmically, 
---
portrayi ng a mo ment of angelic confus ion . 
J 
Vocal texture is added to the orche stra by the 
f r equent us e of the chorus i n an i nstrumental capacity to 
accompany soloists or provide mus ica l continuat ion of the 
drama. As two s oloists converse in sho r t phrases inter-
F - ; 
spersed with long paus es , the chorus hums in chorale-like 
homophonic four-par t harmony (page 112 ) . An oboe is the ,_____. 
on ly instrument used in this section, alternately holding 
• 
a pedal while the chor us has a moving line, and playing 1-
a melody as the cho r us holds a pedal. 
Another pla ce whe r e the chor us lends harmonic 
support and de :. 1:::; ity of textur·e occurs a s a mixed solo 
90. 
quartet sinGS• With a chant-like tune, and a Latin text, 
the chor u s accompanies them, starting in two parts and 
i nci'e asi ng to as many as six divisions. Imitative entrances 
i~ s tretto characterize the polyphonic quartet. Again 
the textur e is dense and also multi - textual, the complex-
i ty of sou~d r eflecting the inner turmoil of the two lovers. 
The density varies throughout the section a~d all voices, 
chorus and quartet, cadence at the end on. a B-major chord. 
As part of the orchestra, the voices of the chorus 
sL: c F~ :f.' our'-·part chorale style on "Ah" in the Ballet (at [61] ). 
'if/he n they firs t enter other i ns t r uments a r e also playing 
as well a s a solo trumpet playing a chorale tune. Later, 
(at \§.~1 ) t he voicerJ continue the music c:1.lone. The sop-
ra.nos s:i.::1g; the chora le tune as the altos end tenors si:1g 
a uc ison chr o~atic lin.e, and the basses s ing a similar 
line ofte n parallel (a third lower ) to the inne r voices. 
The voice s continue alone until the end of the Ballet. 
This se ttin c; is appropriate for the "heroic =• but faulty 
attempt by the dance r s to unite the couple. 
Mr. Argento 1 s choral writing contains a wide 
r anee of t exture s and is often complex. As the f ore going 
material i ndicates, the composer uses many compositiona l 
d.evices to the advantage of the drama ~ The e ssence of 
both the ousic and the drama exists in Argento ' s choral 
se ctionG , ua iting the two art forms as one~ 
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Chapter 6 
.. LITURGICAL ELEr,JENTS AND THEIR SIGNIFICANCE 
Hugo Hahner , author of several books concerning 
Chr i s tian belief and symbolism , regards the r~·Iass as "a 
un ique blend of common archetypal elements whereby man 
has always instinctively sought contact with the divine. "1 
Since "T.he ~1asque of Angels" dea l s vli th this i nteracti on 
between mortal and immortal beings , i t is fitting that 
the composer include sections of the liturgy. Allegorical 
meanings of the liturgical se ctions serve to further the 
dramatic content of ·the opera . The Gloria and Sanctus 
from the Ordinary of the i"lass , a s omewhat unorthodox 
Alj~.!.u.i~~ from the Proper, and other prayers and songs of 
the liturgy are i nc luded in the score. Study of the 
meanings of these liturgical se ctions within the Mass 
is helpful in understanding their placement in the opera , 
and proves Hahner's statement t o be applicable regarding 
the function of the litu:r.gy in "The Masque of Angels " . 
The Gloria is the first of ·the Mass s ections used 
by Argento , and is sung by the chorus of angels after some 
preliminary confusion following their entrance at the 
beginning of the opera. Also knovm as the "hymnus angelicus " , 2 
1 0. B~ Hardison , Jr. , Christian Rite and Chr istian 
Drama in the Middle Ages (Baltimore, Md.: The Johns Hopkins 
Press, 1965), pp » L~)-41.1-. 
2 Willi ADel G~S~~ri o.n Chant ( Bloomington: Indiana Unive r~d.ty Pre .~s , 'l"<?) , -p-:-46<). ·· 
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~ts text, fashioned a f te r the lite rary style of the Psalms, 
consists of short and varying sentence s . The porti on of 
the text used in the opera is 
Gloria i n excelsis Deo! 
Et i~ terra pax hominibus 
bonae voluntatis! 
Laudamus tel 
Ee11ed.icimus te! 
Adoramus tel 
Glo r·ificamus te! 
Glor y to God o~ high! 
And on earth , peace t o men 
of good 'dill! 
He pra i se thee! 
We bless thee! 
We worship thee! 
We glorify thee! 
The firs t part of the text is the song of the angels at 
Be thlehe m when they announced t he birth of Christ to the 
shepherds (Luke 2 : 14 ) . It continues with short expr essions 
of p:ca.ise to t he Lord.. Called the "Morn i ng Hymn 11 by St. 
Athanasius i n the middle of t he f our t h century, 3 parts 
of the text were used in the Greek Church perhaps as early 
4 
as t he second century. It was not used in the Mas s at 
Hor:1.e untLl the early sixth century. 5 It l:-> brevity prevented 
the chant fr om becoming too complex and it is still often 
sung by the congregation, alternating with the choir, 
suggesting a dialogue between heaven and earth~ Origi nally, 
the Gloria was sung a t very special celebrations, such as 
weddings , and was on ly used for fe sti ve occasions and 
greater feasts when i t was fi rs t i n t r oduced i nto the Mass. 6 
Now s unG a t nearly all Masses, i t i s considered the people's 
hynn, rather t han the priest's. 
3 John Covent!'y , The Breaki.-2_r2-of.J3read_:_J\. Short I_Li.st o_r.:;z 
-'-o..;..;f_t;.;.;h~e;~-~r-'-··I_,..a...;.s...:..s (1-Tevl York: .Shsed and War·d. , :[9""50} , p. r; r. 
'+ Ape l , p • L~09 • 
5 Co ventry, p.71. 
6 Ibid. ' p .. 2L~ .• 
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Hardison observes that the allegorical inter-
pretation of the Gloria parallels the emot ional fl ow of 
r) 
the Mas s , t t hat is , in it is enacted the contact between 
mortal and immortal beings. The congregation participates 
i n the drama , imitating the shepherds who answer the angels , 
either directly by antiphonal response to the priest , or 
i ndi r ectly through cantors~ Though the text repeats the 
artgels ' words at Christ ' s birth, the Gloria is al s o the 
song of the angelic choir at the Ascension and in the 
context of the Mass and Communion r itual it represents 
Christ after the Resurrection . 8 In this light , the people 
a ssume the role of the ange l s , or join wit h them and 
"unde:t~ o-:w IJord the earthly and the heavenly are united ."9 
Sin c e the dr ama has to do with the i nvasion of the heavenly 
(the angels ) i nto the lives of the e arthly (John and Ann ), 
it is appropriate that Argent o and Olou-Sc r ymgeour i nclude 
the Gloria in the opera. It acts as a symbolic device 
fo r the whole action of the drama . Someone familiar with 
the allegor·ical meaning of the ,9-lo r :i.:_c: might guess the 
angels ' nproject 1500 and 5 , U-X-P 11 involves them with 
mo r tals. 
Argento ' s setting of the Glo r ia combines all 
voices into one choir , and though there are occasional 
-------- ~---
7 Hardiso~ , p.46 . 
8 Ibid., p.52. 
9 Ibid., p.53 . 
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short homophonic sections, polyphony is dominant. Tha 
text is set syllabically. Thus, the composer f ollows the 
early settings of the Chants for the Ordinary of the Hass, 
which originally were_simple syllabic melodies sun g by the 
congregat ion10 and l ater set polyphonically. 
At the co:G.clusion of the G]:oria, the three top 
angels enter singing: "Benedicite, omnes angeli Domini 
Dominum. Hymnum dic i te et superexaltate eum in saecula." 
Tl d 11 ~ d . . t d t . 112 1ese wor s are 1. oun 1n an anc :Len eu erocanon1ca 
hymn based on Daniel 3:52-90. These ve rses are extant 
only in t he Greek Septuagint and are probably not part 
of the o:::iginal book of Danie 1. 1'he hymn itself, called 
"Bene cLLcite Dominurn", has two parts, the first of vJh:Lch 
extols God who resides in His holy temple in heaven and 
contempla tes a ll creati on from His throne abo ve the Che r u-
bim. The seco:1d, simply called the "Benedicite", is an 
i nvi t ati on to all creation to praise God. The heavenly 
10 Do nald J"ay Grout, A Histo:I?_,Y of We~tern Hus_i c 
(New Yor k : \v.W. ~N orton & Company , I nc., 1960~1; . 
11 Although the words used in the opera are extr ac ted 
from vers es of the "Benedicite", they are :lOt a ve r batir:1 
quote of any one ve rse , but rather those part s of the hym:1 
that app ly to the plot, inviting the a :Q ge l s to praise God. 
The se co~d verse of the hymn is most app l icable and is 
t rans l ated : 11 0 ye angels of the Lo r d, bless ye the Lord : 
and prai s e Him and mac:;nify Him fore ver . 11 (The 1~.me rican 
-~ salter , lLW. Gr ay Gompany, New Yo r k, l9 30~p--:-2T).~-
12 An alternative nnrne for the Books co:Ltained in 
the Gl' eek version of the OJ.d 1restament , but ::1 ot in the Hebr evt. 
They a~c more com~only · kno~m as the Apocrypha . (The Oxf or d 
pj_s:_ti . <?_!l0rJ_£f ..:.~r_l~_Chfi § ti an __Qhu2:.,c h ~ :B' .L. Cr os s, e<r. , Oxford 
Universi ty Pres s , London , 1957, p. 392 ). 
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beings , i ncluding angels , the natural phenomena, and 
finally, earthly creature s are invited to praise Him. 
':ehis text is nO\'' recited at First Lauds on Sundays and 
is rec omoe~ded to Pri ests as a thanksgiving prayer afte r 
l 7, 
Mass . -/ Once again , the idea of the angels and the earthly 
J Ol ll l~G toge ther i s portrayed through the use of liturgy. 
As the Sanctus follows the Gloria in the Mass, 
so it is the next liturgical portion which is used in the 
ope r a. Whe~ Metatro~ tells the angels t o pray, they sing 
t he Sa~ ct'!;l...§. ~ v.'hich, by nature of its text, is usually a 
three - part sectional arrangement: 
A 
B 
Sanctus, sanctus , sanctus (Holy, holy, holy) 
Pleni Sw1t coeli et terra gloria tua. ( Heav~n and 
earth are f ull of Thy glory. ) 
Benedictus qui venit (Blessed is He that cometh ) 
Since the las t statement of this chant has nothing to do 
with the plot in this draoa , the c omposer and librettist 
omit it here. The first part (A and B) , however, is appro-
priately used, since it is taken from the vision of Isaiah 
whe~ he sm·1 the angels cr ying t hese wo r ds (Is. 6: 3 ) . In 
the Mass , the Sanctus is int r oduced by the Preface with the 
wo r ds (trans lated): "With humble confession v1e beg you t o 
command that our voices be admitted together with those 
(of the angels), sayir1g: Sanctus, 14-Sanctus, Sanctus .... " 
Originally sung by the entire congregation , the Sanctus 
1 3 M. -l'-!cNamara; "Benedi ci te," Ne\'l Co:cholic Ell_S:_;z~loped/~ (1967 ), II, p.270. 
14 Apel, p. 415. 
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syniliolically brin~s toge ther men and angels, as the people 
join their voices with the heavenly beings in praise to 
God. 
According to Amalarius (c.780-850), author of 
ti·TO very important works on liturgical matters, the Sanct~ 
is more than a simple expression of praise in respon se to 
the Preface. 15 It contains "two orders of voices," an 
obs e rvation that it may have been sung by tv1o semi-choruses16 
(as it is here ). The fi rs t "order" represents the voice 
of angels, while the second represents the people. This 
grouping is an enactment of the coalition of the mortal 
and immortal beings. Through this symbolic disappearance 
of the boundary bet1,,reen visible and invisible, the dramatic 
action of the opera (the i nvasion of the earthly mortals' 
J.iv-e::.:; by tho heavenl y beings ) is reinforced. 
In A.rgento' s Sanctus, the words, "Hosanna in 
excels is" are su~1.g after the first and second (A and B) 
section s of the text, as they are in the version of the 
J? Roman Church. - The se wo r ds ( as well as the final state-
ment) are t aken from the Gospel accounts of Christ's 
triumphal entry into J erusa lem (Matt. 21:9, Mirk 11:9). 
"Ho sanna" is a Hebrew word meaning "save, "''e pray " which, 
at the time of Christ' s entry i nto Je r usalem, had come 
15 Bard:i.son, p.~59. 
16 Ibid. 
17 Apel, p.415. 
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to have a genera l sense of "Hurrah!" 18 "In excel s is" 
has been mis t rans lated as "in the hi ghest" and should 
r-ead : " E:a l vat ion f r om on high ", so t hat it is a prayer 
f or God ' s power and majesty to descend on the person 
hailed by the acclamatio~.l9 Again, the idea of i nvolve -
ment in lives of men by he avenly beings is re iterated. · 
An inte resting observation is that the Sanctus 
i s use d i n the ~uptia l Mass pr eceded by these words of 
the Pr iest: 
"It i s t r uly mee t ••• to gi ve thanks to Thce, •• ~through 
Christ our Lor d, through whom ange l s praise Thy maj-
es ty~ the Dominions adore, the Powers a r e in awe, the 
Virtues of highest heaven and t he ble ssed Seraphim 
u~ite i n ~lissf~l exaltation . 20wi th them , we_ pray Tnee , pre.lse wJ:u le we say .••• " 
Sin ce t he p l ot of t~c opera has to do with the i nvolvement 
of ange ls i n the process of uniting man and woman in lo ve 
and na trimony, it i s fitting tha t the Sanctus be i ncluded 
in the 'dor k. 
A discussion on time recurs throughout the opera, 
enhancing the othe rworldly perspective of the story . Two 
of the liturgi ca l portions u sed i n the ope ra are s i gnificant 
to thi s discussion in light of their meanings within the 
18 Coventry, p.l09. 
19 Ibid . 
20 Phi lip Christopher and M. Kelley, The Catholic 
_pook of r·:Jai>riar:_;e ( Ne vi York: J.i'arrar , St raus and Young~ 
Inc ., 191)1 ), p.4) . 
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~1ass . One of these is the Gloria which was expJ .. ':l.ined 
above. The other occurs afte r the conclusion of the 
Sanc tus , when the young man arrives and the entire c om-
pa~y of angels is thrown into a state of confusion. At 
this poi:1t, the Cherubim sing the \vord It gloria" repeatedly , 
and the Seraphim are told to sing the word "alleluia." .The 
Powers are i ns t:ructed to sing "Love on F-sharp." It may 
:10t be coin.cidental that the vrords "gloria " and ••alleluia" 
are used together here by the composer. These words bring 
to mind the Gloria and Alleluia of the Mass which are 
inte r preted as angels' songs21 having eschatological22 
. d . . t . J 1. t. 2 3 mean1ng a;1 . m.s· or1ca .. app 1ca 1011. Their use then is 
repre::.:;entat ive of the interest in the subject of time. 
When the ange ls fumble their attempts to bring 
ab out thEl u n ion. of the couple, their leader tells them 
they can "only li s ten and pray." Their prayer is: 
11 Deus rnisereatur nostri et benedicat nobis; illuminet 
vultum suurn super nos, ut cogn.oscamus in terra viam 
tuam in omnibus gentibus salutare tuum. Confiteantur 
tibi populi . omnes." 
The angels s ing this under a discussion on love between 
Ann, the spinster, John , and the professor. These words 
2 1 Hardi son , pp.88-C)O 
22 Eschatology is the branch of theolOBY that is 
co~ ce rned with l as t thinBs and man's de stiny, indi vidua lly 
and collectively" (The qxfo:cd Die tionar;y of t~1e Ch:r:isti_a.2:. 
Chur e h , p .ll-62) ~ 
--··~3 Hardison , p.l6'+. 
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are taken from the first three verses of Psalm 67 24 ru1d 
translated read : 
God be merciful u~to us and bless us, 
and show us the light of his cou~tenance , 
and be merciful u~t o us ; 
That thy way may be kn own upon earth, 
thy saving health among all nations. 
Let the peoples praise thee 0 God; · 25 yea let all the peoples praise thee. 
'rhis Psal m is found in the liturgical psalmody and is 
99 
used in connection VJi th the Ben~dicite already mentioned, 
in the "Dominica ad Laudes". The angels end the Psalm 
vli th the '.vo :..~ds , "Glor ia Patris". (The conclusion of all 
Psalms with these words, which mean "Glory be to the Father," 
origi~ated i~ Antioch in the fourt h century as a protest 
Since the people of this time knew 
'..'ery fevJ Psa lms , thi s "small doxology '' was attached to the 
end of each Psalm so the pe ople could join in singing the 
ending . In the opera the angels sing these final words 
in I..Jatin , the "heaven ly" languae;e, as the mortals conclude 
their cliscussioE · in E:1.glish. A!~ain , the coming together of 
2'1- This is Psalm 66 in the Vulgate. "The numbering 
system i n the Latin versi on of the Bib le, used i n t he 
Roman Catholic se rvices, diffe r s s lightly fr om that of the 
En5li sh ve r sion . The English numbers 9 and 10 correspond 
to number 9 of the Vulgate (I,atin vend.on ) and tl.te Enp;liGh 
nunber 147 corresponds to numbe rs 146 and 147 of the Vulgate. 
There .f ore, for all the Psalms bet\·Jeen humbers 10 and lW? 
the English number i s one digit higher than the Vulgate's. 11 
(ihlJ.i Apel, Jiarvard D~-~~i onary of H~sic , Camhridc;e, Massa-
chusetts~ 'rhe Be l k.:.-: ap Press of Harvard U:1 i vers ity Pre~-, 1969. ) 
25 American Psalter , p.l21. 
26 · Co',;entry, p. bb:-
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mortal a~d immortal, the visible and invisible, is reinforced 
with the simultaneous use of the two languages . 
At the happy conclusion of the story when the 
two lovers are united Netatron commands the ecstatic angels 
to "mind your melismas." The Cherubim respond with a 
melisnatic "Crescite et multiplicamini," which translated 
are the words of instruction given to the first man and 
l:1orna:1 in Genesis 1:28: "Be fruitful and multiply.•.• Simul-
tm~eously, the Seraphim and Powers sing 11Alleluia 11 • 
After R.aguel proudly announces that the mission has been 
completed, all voices join to sing 11 Deo Gratias 11 meaning 
11 Tho.rtks be to God~" In the fvlass, this is the final response 
made by the people after the Last Gospel has been recited. 
11 Bet\·Jeen th;.:; Communion and the Deo Gr-atias, the 
congregation enters a~ eschatological world. It lives 
in a timeless present, sharing the fellowship ••• of the 
')I) 
angels who bring the sacrifice to the throne of God. 11 c.' 
This statement from Hardison's book ties together the ideas 
of timelessness in the Mass as well as the theme of coales-
cence between mortal and immortal. These saBe ideas are 
projected in the drama of this opera through the use of 
Mass movements$ The last benediction completes the service 
of the JVJass, ending the •• sacred drama 11 , and brings the opera 
to an appropriate ending. 
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Chapter 7 
SU~1MARY 
According to Vincent Sheean's article , an 
11 end.eavor is bein5 made , with considerable success, to 
bring opera and church together again on subjects that 
lend themselves to this treatment." 1 He cites Benjamin 
Britten's "Noyc ' s Fludde" as an example of the attempt 
to connect the Mass and opera. This work was the big-
gest influence on Argento's writing of "Tho Masque of 
2 Angels". The composer's ob jective was to produce "a 
chur ch opera on a religious theme, but treated lightly 
'A 
a:c.d with humor , not pompously or solemnly.rr.? A medieval 
litu.:i:'gical drama, !!The Play of Danie l", was another 
s ource of influence on Argent o, as was "a certain a-
mount of mysticism." 4 Besides lending a sense of ritual 
to the Masque , the use of liturgical sections within 
the opera is significant because of the cognate aspect;s 
of the ~1as s and Has que. 
To carry out his purpose, Argento enhanced the 
drama and themes of the text through careful construction 
-----------------------
1 Vincent Sheean, 11 The t'Jass and the Opera", .Q.J2o~ 
News , 29:36 (April 2 , 1966), p.B~ 
-- 2 From personal correspondence betvJeen Argento and 
the writer, September 30,1975. 
3 Ibid. 
11. Ibid. 
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of musical idioms . Through the immediate and experiential 
medium of music, themes of the play are revealed and 
amp lified. Even the orchestration and various choral 
textur es promote the meanings of the text. Dissonance 
and complexity of musical structure occur for the pur-
pose of aiding the dramatic designs rather tha:1. as a 
me re compositional end. 
Though composed in a short period of time 
( eie;ht weeks, the summer of 1964) , "The r-Jasque of 
Jmgels" has lasting value for the twentieth-century 
li s tene r . It represents a contemporary approach-
the use of vari ous styles in one composi te work. The 
compositi on utilize s different techniques used by com-
posers throughout vari ous phases of music history 
d:::awn iLtt.o cohesive form through the reuse of musical 
ideas. Styles merge as they are given re lated melodic 
aud harmonic settings. Twentieth-century traits en-
coopass these techniques, including the us e of chamber-
orchestra, the interest in percussion instruments, and 
the incorporation of contrapuntal textures. 
Its lyr icism and sensitivity to mood make the 
music easily accessible to the listener. The thought-
f ul, yet light approach to the ideas of the opera, as 
Teflected in the musical setting, gives the contempora-
J·y audience opportunity for entertainment as well as 
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for enlightenment. For the s e r ea sons, 11 The JVia s que of l 
Angels 11 is a wo r th- while contribution to the t wentieth-
===:;! 
century Amer ican opera repert oire . 
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APPENDIX I 
Hecurring ~1elodic Ideas Emd r·1oti ves 
and instances of their use 
page 
Processi on al 1-7 
Sanclo.lfon : "I have a few words of instruction'' 8 
Sandolfon: "I have the nagging sensation that 
all is not in order 13 
Haguel: " ••• here to encourage a mortal love." 61 
HagueJ.: ". o.and one of them is coming" 85 
John: . "I haYe nothing to give her" 107 
Oboe~ before GiJ±) 112 
Sadrie l: rt •• ~could perform the Ballet ••• 11 .lL!-0 
9 ) r··Jete.tron : i!lde r.mst waste none of this 
non-existant time." 
Hov_r Hexachords ( as first stated ) 
1 ) 
2) 
\JJ to 8f 
Hetatron : "Usually we find ou:cselve$ aboard 
a ship" L!-5 
Sandolfon: "We have not prepared our v_re lcoming" 85 
Metatro::1: " ••• subject to the work of logic. 11 85 
( r hythm change , last i nte rval i::1verted ) 
5) I ns trumer.ts: [ZQJ 164 
l The quotation is as it appears in the Processional. 
The notes in parenthesis are no t used in all the examples. 
( see f ollowing page ) 
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Ideas derived fr om Row 
f··;e 1ocl;y: pp . LJ .!.i- , 85 (-\carian.t), 
93, lOS, 110, 117 , 118. 
Harmony: pp.Bf .,15 , 16, etc. 
( see Chapter 3) 
~otive f rom en d of hexachord ( r elated to e nd of first ex-
ample l n appendix) ~ ~=J!l, m(>) ps 
~G 
l) !'-let a t r m< : 11Ei ghtcen hu~1drecl 11 
2 ) :::: a c;ue1: 11 Ti me does n ot exist 11 
3 ) 
'-!-) 
5) 
Sa:1dol ::.'o~1 : 11 Sir , he's a morta1 11 
J"oh~~~ : "pr actical v~ay they are 11 
Oboe : L±~ ( before and after) 
6 ) J ohn : "vwulcl likG- to ' kiss" 
( HI ) 
page 
~~!-6 
58 
85 
91 
112f. 
117 
Motive at en d of f i r s t examp1e in apoendix ( r elated to 
motive from end of hexachord) 
l>) ~rnS ps 
l) Sandolfo:: : "Alta r r i ght" p.5 ~- -a_ .£==~ 
11 Se:c>aphim le f t 11 _ - -- ~~-=L ~@CI 
2 ) Sartdolfo::l : 11 alt ogether happy 11 p.8 
l! VJe are n ot to blame , tha t is t r ue 11 
3 ) 
L~ ) 
Dumah: 11 I srafi l for got t he harp 11 p.l'-~ 
I n s t r uments II p;'15 
) ) So.:ndolf on ; ! 1Ha'; e you t hanked t he virtues? 11 p.l5 
6 ) f'Ietatron: "He 11! That 1 s odd . 11 p. Lj.Lt-
'?) 
8 ) 
11 
II 
9) 11 
10) Raguel: 
"'.rhey a.re playing" £,."Ar e they playin g 11 p9Ll-5 
11 fee l i n g a ll is n ot well " p.Lt-6 
"notieed I wa s delayecll' (Inve :cted ) p.46 
"T ime is not" (last interval inverted) p.54 
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11 ) 
12) 
13) 
lLj. ) 
15) 
16 ) 
1 '? ) 
18 ) 
19) 
20) 
21 ) 
22 ) 
Metat ron : "r u ckus with the P owers " 
J eremie l: "hell we have seen " 
~1etatron: "duty a nd" "Pr aise and fvlin ••• " 
Sa.'1do l fon : "boy is coming ! " 
Spin ste r : "And I l oved " 
John : "\,/a lkin g he r e " 
Oboe : be f or e an d after f)8 J" 
Pr ofe s s or : " o:[l t he steps" ( l a st i n te r val 
i-:1 verted ) 
Spi·:;.ste r : "Afte r a l l" 
pac;e 
5'/ 
62 
65 
85 
95 
100 
100 
105 
10? 
108 
II 
"I ao quite n. on-exi s tant" (in verted , 
t hen re t r ograde i nve rs i on) 
111 
Ann : 11 Ye s , I knev/ 11 (last i a te rval i nverted ) 
SpinB t er : "met t his mome n t 11 
" and Pl,of . "The que s t i on is very simple 11 
115 
11'? 
23 ) I·ie t a t r o:l : "n oth i ::1 g ext r eme h e r e 11 l l.J.Q 
24·) II 
25 ) II 
26 ) A:;.n : 
2 '/ ) John ~ 
28 ) II 
Ann : 
11 \·;i t h a l~aob ling t a l e " ( las t L rte :tval 
inve r ted ) 158 
" o ~1 a h ill " "y ou le ave u s " 
" I t oo •• • pi'oper he r e " 
•· ' 
16 1 
16 3 
"place than thi s " l6L~ 
11 Ann , I love y ou 11 (o c t ave d i sp l a ce ment 
of se co:1d n ote ) 
"An d I lo ve y ou" ( vari ant ) 165 
1'?3 
Spin s te r ' s ooti ve 
( from sec ond he xa cho rd ) 
Sung by page 
Spi n s ter 93 m.l; s 2, m.l ; s 4 , m.l&2 ( vari ant ) 2 
94 m.2; s 3 , m. 3f. II 
II 96 s 2 , m. 3 ( s ho r t ened ) 
2 s = sc or e m = meas ur e 
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Profess or 101+ 
Spinster 109 
II 117 
Professor II 
IYJetatron 15? 
II 158 
Prof essor's Motive 
Sung by 
P:eofessor 
Professo:c 
Pr ofe.s sor 
II 
Spinster 
J ohn 
Pr ofessor 
II 
II 
Spinste r 
Professor 
Spinster 
Profess or 
fvletatron 
page 
103 
II 
10Lj. 
If 
105 
106 
" 
II 
109 
111 
115 
II 
117 
II 
118 
159 
109 
J 
! sLJ.. ' m.2 ( referring to Spins ter) 
s3, m.1 
·--- =,i 
~s2, m.2; s3 , rn.2 
II II ( mocking Spinster ) -
s3, m.3f. ( referring to Spinster) 
s1, m.1f. ( r efer·ring to Spinster ) J 
! 
i 
(fr om first hexachord) 
(b) 
; 
f-' 
--
~ 
- - -
r m.1&2 (a) &: (b) 
s2, m.2; s3 , m.1 ( a ) ( referring to 
Professor) -- -~ ' 
m.l & 2 (b) 
s2 ( a ) ("too much", see p.117 ) -~ 
l 
s3 , m.2 ( a ) ( variantylike Spi~ster 's 
motive ) 
m.2 (variant of (a)) 
s3, m.l ( a ) ' ( re ferring to Pr of.) 
sl+ ret r ograde ( a ), (b) 
m.1 (a) & (b) 
s2 & 3 ( a ) & (b) 
~ .--~ f----' s2 (a) 
s2f. ( a ) ( mocki ~g Professor ) 
m. l (b) 
m.2f. ( a ) ("too much 11 , see p.104 ) 
-
s3 , m.l (b) 
s2f. ( a ) ,S:_ ( b ) ( rel'erring to Prof.) 
1-- --
---······· - ---
Joh:l ' s mot:L ve 
Sung by 
·· John 
II 
Vio l a I 
John 
II 
Profess or 
" 
II 
Spinste 2 
.,, 
John 
page 
97 s1 , m.4 
sl, m.3 
( speaking of marriage ) 
( speaking of Ann ) 
110 
98 
99 s2, m.2 (as John says he is thinking of 
marriage ) 
100-101 [381 & 1391 (vJhen speaking of An:.t) 
102 s2 altered ( speaking of distorted 
picture of Ann) 
104 s2 & 3 (referring to distorted picture 
of Ann ) 
105 s2 (P4 changed to A4) (refe rring to 
John 's thoughts) 
106 m.1 ( referring to Ann ' s hesitati on) 
106 s3 (referring to Ann ) 
107 m.1 ( referring t o John ) 
10'? at j L~2 l ( re fe rring to Ann ) 
108 s2 , m.2 ( refe:cring to John ) 
An£1 116 m.G ( thought on marriage ) (see p.130) 
Professor 118 m.1 ( referri ng to Spinster as the 
Saint of John's distor ted picture) 
( see,·p.104) 
Netatron 160 sl & 2 (re ferring to John) 
T:1struments 171 
-----------------
Ann ' s moti ve Inversion 
~~wa =- =----:r~- ----- -~l= :;rr--- . - ;t-IP-
page Sung by 
Ann 
II 
121 at I4'ZJ t s2 , m.3 ( Inv. ) 
12?> m.2; s 2 
: 
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Chorus 
All 
123 s2 (imitation of Ann's line) 
124- m.2 
125-128 
128 and Ann at ~ 
John & Ann 129 
Ann 131 at WJ 
t!ohn , Spinster, Frof essor 132 
Ann 133 
John 134-
Ann 135 
Joh~ 136 
111 
(This motive occurs during the quartet /chorus ensemble, 
from which these examples are taken) 
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APPENDIX II 
Returning Musical Ideas 
(with refere ,lce to previous events, statements, 0]_, ideas) 
First Statement 
Sadr iel complains of quill 
p .10 before ill. 
Sandolfon: "That is all, begin 11 
p.l2 
Sandolfon: 11 Virtures,help him" 
p.l4 
rrorder and Harmony 11 p.9 
"Vai n deliberation 11 p.65 
"~vhat have you seen?'' p.30 
(:Erass fanfare) 113\ 
11 Gloria" p.86f. 
"Amen 11 p. 51 
J..JOVe p .. l55 
Spinster's music played by 
oboe p. 92 at l31f\ 
John's music when speaking of 
Ann p.107 at 8@ 
riJetatron: ",Just forge on" p.lll 
112 
Following Statements 
Metatron refers to quill 
(trombone plays motive) 
p$57,sl 
~1etatron: "Very well,begin" 
p.l6 
~·Ietatron: 11 Vi.rtues hurry" 
p ~ 16'+ 
pp.l0,11,14,54 
pp.85,120 (intervals 
diminished) 
pp.30-42,52,53,173 
p.l01 oboe off-pitch quote 
pp~5l(bottom),52,59,103, 
156,159,161 
pp.162,163 
pp.95,96,97,99,104-l05, 
109,116,15?-158 
pp .109 . at [! i-3] -110,112, 
113 , ll LJ. at l}2J ·" 115 , 
171 at [72] 
"And to Him" p .. J.7L~ 
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